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This course will provide up-to-date reviews of management strategies and research on the complications of diabetes. Key topic areas that will be addressed include:

- A review of therapeutic options to manage both Type 1 and 2 diabetes and their complications, including a pump update, novel insulin delivery systems, and new insulins continuous glucose monitoring updates.
- Treatment of hypoglycemia and diabetic cardiomyopathy.
- Importance of obesity medical management vs. surgical management.
- New hypertension and lipid guidelines.
- New roles for GLP1 receptor agonists and SGLT-2 inhibitors and mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists in preserving renal function and cardiac function.
- The role of dietary carbs in diabetes and pregnancy.
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- New insulins that may avoid hypoglycemia.
- New treatment for retinopathy.
- New therapies to prevent Type 1 diabetes.
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- Pancreas and islet transplant and oral agent therapy in the hospital.
- New therapies for diabetic neuropathy.

The goal of this symposium is to increase practitioners’ competence and clinical performance to treat diabetes and its complications and, ultimately, to improve patient outcomes.

New this year is an optional workshop on continuous glucose monitoring designed for health care providers to advance the care of their patients with diabetes on the use of continuous glucose monitoring and other diabetes technology.
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Chronic centralized pain syndromes: A rheumatologist’s perspective

Chronic centralized pain syndromes are extremely important, common, and vexing for both patients and clinicians. In this issue of the Journal, Volcheck et al1 present a framework that I believe is useful for understanding chronic centralized pain and for developing an actionable treatment plan for patients.

It has been estimated that more than 30% of primary care visits relate to the need to address painful conditions. I would guess that a significant number of those patients have chronic generalized pain not explained by a specific injury or demonstrable inflammation, and that they are ultimately diagnosed with fibromyalgia, the prototypic central sensitization pain syndrome. While there are regional and individual physician differences in practice behavior, many of these patients are referred to rheumatologists despite the absence of a clinically demonstrated and relevant inflammatory or autoimmune pathobiology.

For decades there have been discussions within the rheumatologic community, including live debate at our annual rheumatology scientific meeting, whether such referral is appropriate or ultimately of net benefit. I would characterize this debate as ongoing and overlapping with similar debate regarding referral of patients with chronic fatigue syndrome (myalgic encephalomyelitis) and now with “long COVID.” Given the high prevalence of these syndromes and the limited number of rheumatologists, many rheumatology practices have declined to accept for consultation or provide ongoing chronic care for patients with these diagnoses. Our clinic has not made it a rule to do that, which has translated into some days scheduled with at least half of my patients experiencing fibromyalgia or a related syndrome as their primary concern, with the current buzzword for referral being “suspected autoimmune disease.” As a result, I frequently struggle to fit patients with joint or urgent organ-threatening inflammatory issues into my schedule in a timely manner.

In writing the above, I do not wish to minimize in any way the significant impact of chronic pain and fatigue on the lives of patients with fibromyalgia and related disorders. As Volcheck et al discuss in this issue of the Journal, patient and physician education are essential in the management of patients with chronic centralized pain. I believe that too often there is a lack of understanding and acceptance of the concepts of central sensitization. Often, there is a lack of comfort in making and accepting the diagnosis. The patient is questioning how they can have so much pain and if this is all in their head, and the clinician is examining what they are missing, and how to be sure that this is not an autoimmune disorder heralded by pain and fatigue. It is this last concern that leads to the ordering of a panoply of serologic immunologic tests, especially antinuclear antibody (ANA), despite the absence of any clinical or laboratory features truly suggestive of lupus or related conditions. Several studies indicate the strikingly limited (virtually zero) utility of checking ANA in patients with symptoms limited to generalized pain and fatigue,2 especially when careful examination of skin, lymph nodes, muscle strength, and joints and a complete blood count, comprehensive metabolic panel, and thyroid-stimulating hormone are unrevealing. Yet the practice of ANA testing remains prevalent. If results are weakly positive, which may be present in about 25% of the healthy population,2 patients are diagnosed with an autoimmune disorder and are referred...
to specialists for evaluation, a practice almost guaranteed to increase patient stress and their expectation for pharmacotherapy.

Despite several direct-to-consumer advertising campaigns, the benefits of pharmacotherapy for patients with fibromyalgia and central sensitization syndromes are modest at best. There are benefits for treating patients with coexistent significant anxiety, depression, bipolar disorders, or specific sleep disorders, and patients should be evaluated for these conditions. But patients can usually be directly diagnosed with fibromyalgia, with or without these associated conditions. Fibromyalgia is not just a “wastebasket” diagnosis of exclusion or frustration.

While it is always important to keep an open mind and avoid the clinical sin of premature closure, making the diagnosis with confidence is important. Reassurance and behavioral treatment approaches can be provided, and previous patient experiences and symptoms can be explained and even described by the clinician without hearing them from the patient. For example, on “less-bad” days, patients try to accomplish many tasks that they could not do the preceding few days and then end up almost disabled by pain or fatigue for the next several days, by the development of intolerance to touch, strong odors, or noises, by dyspareunia (in women), and by the sensation of pain from frequent culture-negative urinary tract infections (interstitial cystitis). Recognition of these chronic central pain syndromes is also important when addressing other comorbidities, as the presence of significant fibromyalgia may reduce the perceived benefits following joint replacement or spine surgery.

While I have significant reservations about the current “narcotics for no one” approach to pain management (speaking from personal experience after undergoing surgically treated renal colic), opioids should be avidly avoided in the treatment of fibromyalgia and related central pain syndromes.

Brian F. Mandell, MD, PhD
Editor in Chief

Ultrasound Workshop: Diagnostic and Procedural Skills
Focus on the Hospitalized Patient

May 10-13, 2023
Cleveland Clinic Simulation and Advanced Skills Center
Cleveland, OH

You'll Want To Be At This Workshop
The use of ultrasound to diagnose and guide procedures is growing rapidly and you don't want to be left behind. This growth is primarily fueled by data indicating that ultrasound can improve the success rate of various procedures while decreasing complications. This ultrasound workshop will provide you with current state-of-the-art techniques for diagnosis and guiding procedures. You will be able to incorporate the lessons you learn by attending this workshop into your clinical practice.

Stay Current With These Objectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wednesday Optional Workshop</th>
<th>2-Day Course</th>
<th>Saturday Optional Workshop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Building a Point-of-Care Ultrasound Program</td>
<td>• Summarize the basic science and diagnostic use of ultrasound imaging</td>
<td>Airway Management in the Critically Ill Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Describe the components of successful point-of-care ultrasound programs</td>
<td>• Describe the protocols, evaluation, and best use of echocardiography in critically ill patients</td>
<td>• Summarize the Cleveland Clinic Airway Management protocol and algorithm for critically ill patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Summarize process for image acquisition, machine utilization, and IT configuration</td>
<td>• Review the role of ultrasound in a focused assessment with sonography in trauma (FAST) exam to assess for free fluid in the abdomen or around the heart</td>
<td>• Apply airway management tools to secure the airway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Describe the importance of a training, quality improvement, and credentialing</td>
<td>• Summarize the basics of using ultrasound to assess lungs</td>
<td>• Demonstrate application of the airway management protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• List components of billing and coding for various ultrasound exams</td>
<td>• Describe the most effective diagnostic use of ultrasound to assess for vascular abnormalities including aortic pathology and deep venous thrombosis</td>
<td>• Choose the best strategy to manage the airway in critically ill patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Practice the evaluation of shock and respiratory failure with point-of-care echocardiography</td>
<td>• Demonstrate competence in ultrasound guidance for mediastinal and peripheral intravascular access, arterial line access, and midline access</td>
<td>Pediatric Simulations and Ultrasound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Demonstrate the best use of ultrasound for paracentesis, thoracentesis, and arthrocentesis</td>
<td>• Describe the fundamentals of tunneling technique and the tunneled CVC kit</td>
<td>• Detail the causes of hypoxemia in the critically ill neonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Describe the fundamentals of tunneling technique and the tunneled CVC kit</td>
<td>• List the indications, complications, and aftercare related to insertion of a tunneled central venous catheter (CVC)</td>
<td>• Effectively manage and differentiated shock in the neonate and infant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Demonstrate competence in central venous access including materials, ultrasound landmarks, and needle placement</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Describe tips and tricks for vascular access in the pediatric population</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Who Should Attend:
This workshop is designed for physicians, physician assistants, and nurse practitioners in emergency medicine, internal medicine, hospital medicine, critical care, cardiology, general surgery, pediatrics, pulmonology, anesthesiology, and radiology.

Register Today! ccfcme.org/GoUltra

This activity is approved for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™, ANCC Contact Hours, and AAPA Category 1 CME Credits.
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An 87-year-old man presented to an orthopedic clinic with a 2-month history of dull pain below his right knee. Magnetic resonance imaging revealed an encapsulated mass in the right tibia (Figure 1). Based on this result and the patient’s clinical course, subacute osteomyelitis was suspected, but the patient was managed symptomatically without antibiotic treatment because his symptoms and general condition were mild and stable.

One year later, he was admitted to the hospital because of swelling of the anterior aspect of the right proximal tibia. At that time, he was afebrile, without any history of a possible source of infection such as recent trauma or dental procedure.

Laboratory testing results revealed elevation of the following inflammatory markers:
- White blood cell count 9.3 × 10^3 cells/μL (reference range 3.3–8.6)
- C-reactive protein level 65.2 mg/L (0–3)
- Erythrocyte sedimentation rate 100 mm/h (2–10).

Computed tomography and plain radiography revealed a sinus tract connecting the tibial lesion to the subcutaneous tissue (Figure 2). The patient underwent surgical debridement of the abscess. Culture of a pus sample obtained intraoperatively grew methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, but a blood culture

---

Figure 1. Imaging results of the patient’s lower right leg taken 1 year before hospital admission. On the left, T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging shows an encapsulated abscess surrounded by granulation tissue and bone edema (arrow) in the proximal part of the right tibia, causing subacute osteomyelitis. On the right, radiography shows a mass lesion (arrow), misdiagnosed as a bone tumor.
According to the patient's clinical course and imaging findings, he was suspected of having presented with Brodie abscess at his initial presentation at the orthopedic clinic 1 year earlier, and the lesion was considered to represent a deterioration of untreated chronic osteomyelitis since that time.

The patient's symptoms improved with a 4-week course of intravenous vancomycin. He continued antibiotic therapy after discharge, with a 3-month course of oral minocycline. At a follow-up visit 6 months after debridement, his symptoms were controlled with no evidence of clinical relapse.

BRODIE ABSCESS: CAUSES AND CLINICAL COURSE

Brodie abscess, first reported in 1832 by Sir Benjamin Collins Brodie,1 is a rare form of subacute or chronic osteomyelitis, usually affecting the metaphysis of long bone. Most cases occur in children and young adults, and the most commonly affected bone is the tibia.2–5 S aureus is the most common causative pathogen (over 60% of cases), followed by gram-negative rods, including Enterobacteriaceae and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, although 20% of cases are culture-negative.2,3 These pathogens are also the most common cause of acute infections, including osteomyelitis.6 However, patients with Brodie abscess can present with an insidious course, with or without fever;7–9 potentially leading to misdiagnosis of a benign or malignant bone tumor and delay in appropriate antibiotic treatment. The main source of infection is by hematogenous spread, which is often unclear because of the long clinical course of the disease.

A systematic review revealed that the possible etiologies were reported only in 56 of 407 cases, with both recent systemic infection and minor trauma being present.1 The diagnosis of Brodie abscess is confirmed based on results of radiologic imaging and culture. Inflammatory markers are unreliable diagnostic tools for Brodie abscess as they frequently show only a slight elevation or are within the normal range.3 In our patient, the C-reactive protein level was mildly elevated, but the erythrocyte sedimentation rate was significantly elevated.
TREATMENT IS SURGICAL AND MEDICAL

The standard treatment for Brodie abscess is a combination of surgical debridement and systemic antibiotic therapy.1 If the culture results reveal the causative pathogens, these results should guide the choice of antibiotic.

Antibiotic treatment duration varies from at least 10 days to 3 months or longer, depending on the clinical condition of the patient. However, patients are often treated for 4 to 6 weeks, including a few weeks of intravenous antibiotics combined with surgical debridement.3,7 Regarding surgical intervention, large cavities sometimes require stabilization by bone grafting.2 Although data on outcomes are limited, relapse rates are reported to be approximately 15% for Brodie abscess3 and 20% for chronic osteomyelitis.10

Our 87-year-old patient was observed symptomatically by his primary physician for 1 year with slow progression of his disease, which characterized the typical chronic clinical course of this disease. However, the treatment should be initiated as soon as possible when a chronic abscess is suspected, as case reports also reveal that delay of treatment can slowly exacerbate the abscess, eventually leading to a sinus tract, a fistula connecting skin and soft tissue, or bone fracture.3,9,11

Brodie abscess is rare in older adults. However, timely diagnosis and treatment can prevent exacerbation of the abscess and avoid the need for additional surgical treatment such as bone grafting or amputation, thus shortening the duration of hospitalization and preventing long-term complications.
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Explore the latest advances in neurological practice.

A sampling of episode topics includes:
- Managing complex chronic back pain
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- Managing patients in the opioid crisis era

Access these episodes and more at clevelandclinic.org/neuropodcast.
Diagnosis and management of ascites, spontaneous bacterial peritonitis, and hepatorenal syndrome

ABSTRACT

Ascites is the most common decompensation-associated complication of cirrhosis leading to reduced survival. Following significant development of antimicrobial resistance and studies comparing therapeutic options, the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases released a new guidance providing an in-depth review of those studies and updated guidelines based on expert opinions and emerging data. We review salient 2021 guidance recommendations to provide brief pearls for diagnosis and management of ascites and relevant conditions associated with decompensated cirrhosis, such as hyponatremia, hepatic hydrothorax, spontaneous bacterial peritonitis, and hepatorenal syndrome, and use of transjugular intrahepatic shunt.

KEY POINTS

All patients with new-onset ascites, worsening distention, symptoms concerning for spontaneous bacterial peritonitis, or admitted to hospital, should undergo diagnostic paracentesis.

Sodium restriction and diuresis are the mainstay of initial ascites management. Initial diuresis should begin with spironolactone, with addition of loop diuresis if needed.

Refractory ascites may require regular large-volume paracentesis followed by albumin infusion.

IN RESPONSE TO SIGNIFICANT ADVANCES of antimicrobial resistance and studies comparing therapeutic options for ascites and hepatorenal syndrome, the American Association for the Study of Liver Disease published a new 2021 guidance as a comprehensive guide for both outpatient and inpatient diagnostic evaluation and management of ascites, updated information regarding use of albumin, and specified definitions and management recommendations for hyponatremia.

ASCITES

Development of ascites is associated with a reduction of 5-year survival from 80% to 30%, largely associated with complications that include infection and hepatorenal syndrome. A thorough evaluation is required for diagnosis of new ascites to exclude other etiologies, including heart failure, renal failure, infections, or malignancy. Complete initial analysis should consist of laboratory evaluation, abdominal Doppler ultrasonography, and a diagnostic paracentesis, although no data currently support this recommendation. A serum ascites albumin gradient 1.1 g/dL or greater suggests portal hypertension, massive liver metastases, or right heart failure. In addition to patients with symptoms suggestive of infection (eg, fevers, abdominal pain), ascitic fluid cultures should be obtained for any decompensating patient, including for the development of encephalopathy, acute kidney injury, or jaundice.
ASCITES MANAGEMENT

In general, angiotensin II receptor-antagonists, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs should be avoided in patients with ascites owing to impact on effective circulating volume and renal perfusion. Though not directly nephrotoxic, use of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin II receptor-antagonists was noted to correlate with increased risk of end-stage renal disease in cirrhotic patients with ascites.

Based on treatment response, ascites can be classified as responsive, recurrent, or refractory. Initial management of ascites includes 2 g sodium restriction. Diuresis initially with spironolactone 100 to 200 mg daily is suggested for first-time ascites, and dose adjustments should be made at intervals of at least 72 hours, up to a maximum daily dose of 400 mg. For recurrent ascites, combination therapy with furosemide and spironolactone is recommended with a starting dose of 40-mg furosemide to a maximum 160-mg dose daily. Once ascites has been mobilized, diuretics should be tapered to the lowest effective dose to minimize adverse effects. In some cases (approximately 5% to 10% of all patients with cirrhosis), ascites cannot be managed medically and becomes refractory, with 50% survival at 6 months.

Refractory ascites occurs when one of three criteria are met: recurrence as grade 2 or 3 within 4 weeks of mobilization with diuretic therapy (early recurrence), persistence despite maximum diuretic dosage (diuretic resistant), or recurrence or persistence of side effects from attempting to increase diuretics (diuretic intolerant).

Therapeutic large volume paracentesis (> 5 L) can be used for refractory ascites with fewer side effects than diuresis. Removal of large amounts of fluid, particularly > 8 L, can lead to circulatory shifts and postparacentesis circulatory dysfunction, which manifests as hepatorenal syndrome, hepatic encephalopathy, or dilutional hyponatremia. Albumin infusion with 6 to 8 g/L of ascitic fluid removed is recommended to mitigate this risk.

Nonselective beta blockers, used in managing portal hypertension, are associated with higher incidence of postparacentesis circulatory dysfunction, although there is insufficient evidence to recommend against their use in cirrhosis. Instead, caution is advised in the setting of renal insufficiency, hyponatremia, or hypotension.

Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt placement is a useful treatment for refractory ascites in certain patients, particularly for those with low Model for End-stage Liver Disease scores and confers a 93% chance of 1-year transplant-free survival compared with 53% for patients managed with paracenteses, diuretics, and albumin. Following placement, it may take up to 6 months for ascites resolution, and so salt restriction should be continued following transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt placement. It is recommended to discontinue diuretic therapy to allow return of splanchic volume to systemic circulation. Despite good results in patients with low Model for End-stage Liver Disease scores, scores ≥ 18 are generally considered high risk for transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt. Patients who are not candidates for transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt should be considered for referral for liver transplantation.

Hyponatremia and hepatic hydrothorax are also frequently encountered with cirrhosis, defined as a serum sodium less than 135 mEq/L. Seen in 49% of patients with cirrhosis, low serum sodium is associated with severe ascites and frequent ascitic complications. The most common subtype is hypervolemic hyponatremia, owing to third spacing and vasopressin activation, while hypovolemic hyponatremia may occur with diuretic use. Rate of sodium correction is based on acuteness with goal rate of increase in serum sodium for chronic cases of 4 to 6 mEq/L over 24 hours. In acute cases, correction should be faster, though the exact rate is not specified in the guidance. Specific management of hyponatremia is based on severity, as follows:

- Mild hyponatremia (126–135 mEq/L) may be monitored.
- Moderate hyponatremia (120–125 mEq/L) with hypervolemia is managed with fluid restriction and diuretics. Vaptans (vasopressin receptor antagonists) are limited in use due to high cost and should be used only up to 30 days. For hypovolemic patients, normal saline and decreased diuretics may be used.
- Severe hyponatremia (< 120 mEq/L) may be managed with concentrated albumin infusion. Hypertonic saline is considered in limited subsets of patients, in the critical care setting or peri-transplant.

Hepatic hydrothorax, a difficult-to-manage complication of cirrhosis, is a transudative pleural effusion due to translocation of peritoneal fluid through diaphragmatic defects and reported to occur in 4% to 12% of patients with cirrhosis. Although typically right-sided, it may occur on the left, bilaterally, and...
in the absence of ascites.\textsuperscript{24} It is associated with high mortality risk, exceeding that predicted by the Model for End-stage Liver Disease score.\textsuperscript{1,3,24} Management is similar to that of ascites, with fluid restriction and diuresis.\textsuperscript{1} Abdominal hernias, particularly umbilical hernias, are common in the setting of ascites due to increased intra-abdominal pressure. Surgical repair may be considered when ascites management and nutritional status have been optimized.\textsuperscript{24}

### SPONTANEOUS BACTERIAL PERITONITIS

The most common source of bacterial infection in patients with cirrhosis is spontaneous bacterial peritonitis (SBP), accounting for 27\% to 36\% of infections.\textsuperscript{1,4,25,26} Clinical deterioration (ie, jaundice, altered mentation, or acute kidney injury) should prompt exclusion of SBP with a diagnostic paracentesis. In hospitalized patients, diagnostic paracentesis should be performed even in the absence of symptoms suggestive of SBP.\textsuperscript{27} Diagnosis of SBP is established when the fluid absolute neutrophil count is greater than 250 cells/mm\textsuperscript{3} and is further confirmed with positive cultures.\textsuperscript{1,28} Empiric intravenous antibiotics after cultures are obtained are the mainstay of management of SBP and spontaneous bacterial empyema, as each hour's delay in treatment increases mortality by 10\%.\textsuperscript{1,4,5,29}

Effective empiric antibiotic choice plays a key role in timely management of SBP.\textsuperscript{1} Third generation cephalosporins are effective if local prevalence of multidrug resistant organisms is low, while broad coverage therapy (ie, piperacillin-tazobactam with vancomycin) is recommended for high prevalence of multidrug resistant organisms, history of prior multidrug resistant organisms infection, nosocomial and hospital-acquired infections, or in critical illness. Daptomycin should be added if there is history of vancomycin-resistant \textit{Enterococcus}. Some confusion arises with positive cultures and fewer than 250 cells/mm\textsuperscript{3} of neutrophils; such cases do not require antibiotics and likely are contaminants.\textsuperscript{1}

In addition to antibiotics, albumin dosed at 1.5 g/kg on day 1 and 1 g/kg on day 3 should be administered and is especially helpful if concomitant acute kidney injury or jaundice are present.\textsuperscript{5,30,31} Repeat paracentesis/thoracentesis after 2 days of therapy may be done to assess treatment response.\textsuperscript{1} Treatment, secondary prophylaxis with norfloxacin, or ciprofloxacin in the absence of norfloxacin, should be used. For cases of gastrointestinal hemorrhage, prophylaxis with intravenous ceftriaxone 1 g every 24 hours for 7 days should be used.\textsuperscript{1} Primary SBP prophylaxis should also be considered in the following cases of cirrhosis without bleeding:\textsuperscript{1}

- Ascitic protein < 1.5 g/L
- Renal dysfunction (serum creatinine ≥ 1.2 mg/dL, blood urea nitrogen > 25 mmol/L, or serum sodium < 130 mEq/L)
- Liver failure, with a Child-Turcotte-Pugh mortality predicting score greater than 9 (severity determined by a higher score ranging from good hepatic function with 5 points to advanced hepatic dysfunction with 15 points) or a bilirubin greater than 3 mg/dL.\textsuperscript{1,7,12,30}

### ACUTE KIDNEY INJURY

Patients with cirrhosis and ascites are at risk of acute kidney injury (ie, increase in creatinine ≥ 0.3 mg/dL within 48 hours or ≥ 50\% increase in creatinine over 7 days), with an estimated prevalence in hospitalized patients between 27\% and 53\%.\textsuperscript{1,32,33} The two most common causes of acute kidney injury are prerenal azotemia and acute tubular necrosis. Prerenal azotemia may be secondary to hypovolemia or hepatorenal syndrome. The diagnosis of hepatorenal syndrome is made once hypovolemia/shock, nephrotoxic exposure, and structural kidney damage have been excluded in a patient with ascites who presents with prerenal acute kidney injury.\textsuperscript{1,12,33}

The principle management of hepatorenal syndrome is vasoconstrictor and albumin therapy for up to 14 days. In the United States, midodrine and octreotide in combination are used for hepatorenal syndrome therapy, though their efficacy is low.\textsuperscript{33} The preferred treatment is terlipressin, a vasoconstrictor that may be used outside of the intensive care unit, which has been shown to improve the likelihood of reversal of hepatorenal syndrome without dialysis and 10-day survival relative to placebo (29.1\% vs 15.8\%; \textit{P} = .012).\textsuperscript{3,34,35} It was very recently approved in the United States in limited settings, and centers are in the process of developing protocols to incorporate its use for hepatorenal syndrome treatment.\textsuperscript{36} An alternative with comparable efficacy is norepinephrine, though use is limited to the intensive care unit.\textsuperscript{1} Some studies have looked into using vasopressin in place of octreotide, which has been associated with improved survival and recovery, though use in the United States has thus far been limited.\textsuperscript{1,37}

Response to therapy may be defined as creatinine decrease to less than 1.5 mEq/L or within 0.3 mEq/L of baseline.\textsuperscript{1} If a response is not seen on maximum doses of therapy for 4 consecutive days, vasoconstrictors may be discontinued.\textsuperscript{1} In treatment failure, renal replacement therapy is reserved for those referred for transplant, or
based on reversibility of other organ dysfunction. In patients with limited expectation for renal recovery, dual liver-kidney transplant may be considered.
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Many patients are eager to visit their physicians virtually, but not all physicians are comfortable conducting virtual visits. You can take advantage of a free series of self-directed online modules to help you build your virtual patient visit skills.

The free course offers:

- brief introduction to virtual visits
- guidance for demonstrating communication and empathy
- best practices for taking a patient history
- instructions for conducting a physical examination, based on organ system

To help you master the content, the free course includes many video demonstrations and knowledge checks throughout.

Visit clevelandclinic.org/virtual-training

With the exception of the physical examination module, these activities have been approved for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™.
Heart failure with reduced ejection fraction: What’s new in the 2022 guideline?

ABSTRACT

The 2022 guideline from the American College of Cardiology, American Heart Association, and Heart Failure Society of America provides practical recommendations for preventing, diagnosing, and managing patients with heart failure. This article summarizes the most important of these recommendations, specifically for managing patients with heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF), and how they should change daily practice.

KEY POINTS

Optimal guideline-directed medical therapy for HFrEF comprises the combination drug containing the nepri-lysin inhibitor sacubitril and the angiotensin II receptor blocker (ARB) valsartan; an evidence-based beta-blocker; a mineralocorticoid antagonist; and a sodium-glucose cotransporter 2 inhibitor.

Sacubitril-valsartan is preferred over angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors and ARBs based on evidence from randomized controlled trials that it increases survival rates and reduces hospitalizations in patients with HFrEF. ACE inhibitors should be used only in patients who cannot tolerate sacubitril-valsartan, and ARBs used only in those who cannot receive sacubitril-valsartan or an ACE inhibitor.

Patients with HFrEF receiving guideline-directed medical therapy whose ejection fraction increases to more than 40% should continue to receive guideline-directed medical therapy.

Heart failure is a complex clinical syndrome with symptoms and signs that result from any structural or functional impairment of ventricular filling or ejection of blood. It can be classified in several ways, eg, by stage, effect of symptoms on function, and ejection fraction (Table 1). These classification schemes are important because the underlying causes, clinical trajectories, and effective therapies differ depending on these factors.

Stage C heart failure, in which patients develop symptoms of heart failure, requires the greatest focus and attention because these patients have high morbidity and mortality rates. In addition, for stage C heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) in particular, there is a wealth of evidence-based and guideline-based medical therapy to help patients feel better, stay out of the hospital, live longer, and potentially improve left ventricular function. Thus, stage C HFrEF and the 2022 guideline for treating it will be the focus of this article.

WHO WROTE THE GUIDELINE?

The 2022 guideline was developed by the American College of Cardiology, American Heart Association, and Heart Failure Society of America. It provides updated evidence-based recommendations and supersedes the 2013 full guidelines and the 2016 and 2017 focused updates.
TABLE 1
Classifications of heart failure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>At risk of heart failure due to conditions such as hypertension, diabetes, coronary artery disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Pre-heart failure with no symptoms but evidence for structural heart disease including reduced ejection fraction, increased left ventricular wall thickness, valvular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Symptomatic heart failure with structural heart disease and heart failure symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Advanced heart failure with marked symptoms despite attempts at optimization of guideline-directed medical therapy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New York Heart Association symptom classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>No symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Symptoms with moderate exertion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Symptoms with mild exertion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Symptoms with minimal exertion or at rest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ejection fraction categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>≤ 40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildly reduced</td>
<td>41%–49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preserved</td>
<td>≥ 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>&gt; 40% after initially being ≤ 40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classes of recommendation

The recommendations all receive a class (strength) of recommendation based on evidence from randomized controlled trials, nonrandomized analyses, and expert opinion. The recommendation classes are as follows:

- **Class 1. Strong**: there is evidence or general agreement that a given treatment or procedure is beneficial, useful, or effective.
- **Class 2a. Moderate**: the weight of evidence favors the treatment’s usefulness or utility.
- **Class 2b. Weak**: the treatment’s usefulness or efficacy is less well established by evidence or opinion.
- **Class 3. No benefit**: there is evidence or general agreement that the treatment or procedure is not useful or effective and in some cases may be harmful.

Class 1 and class 2a recommendations should be incorporated into clinical practice.

WHAT ARE THE MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS?

Even if a patient with chronic HFrEF and class II or III symptoms is already receiving an angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor or angiotensin II receptor blocker (ARB) and tolerating it well, replacing it with sacubitril-valsartan is recommended to further reduce morbidity and mortality (class 1 recommendation).

**Beta-blockers.** In patients with HFrEF with current or previous symptoms, use of 1 of the 3 beta-blockers proven to reduce mortality risk (bisoprolol, carvedilol, and sustained-release metoprolol succinate) is recommended to reduce mortality risk and hospitalizations (class 1 recommendation).

**Mineralocorticoid antagonists.** In patients with HFrEF and class II to IV symptoms, a mineralocorticoid antagonist (spironolactone or eplerenone) is recommended to reduce morbidity and mortality, if the estimated glomerular filtration rate is higher than 30 mL/min/1.73 m² and the serum potassium level is less than 5.0 mmol/L. Serum potassium, renal function, and diuretic dosing should be carefully monitored at initiation and every 3 to 6 months thereafter to minimize the risks of hyperkalemia and renal insufficiency (class 1 recommendation).

**Sodium-glucose cotransporter 2 (SGLT-2) inhibitors** are recommended in patients with symptomatic chronic HFrEF to reduce hospitalizations for heart failure and cardiovascular mortality, regardless of whether the patient has type 2 diabetes (class 1 recommendation).
If the ejection fraction improves after treatment, guideline-directed medical therapy should be continued to prevent relapse of heart failure and left ventricular dysfunction, even in patients who no longer have symptoms (class 1 recommendation).

For patients self-identified as Black with class III or IV symptomatic HFrEF who are receiving optimal medical therapy, the combination of hydralazine and isosorbide dinitrate is recommended to improve symptoms and reduce morbidity and mortality (class 1 recommendation).

Ivabradine. For patients with symptomatic (class II to III) stable chronic HFrEF (left ventricular ejection fraction ≤ 35%) who are receiving guideline-directed medical therapy including a beta-blocker at maximum tolerated dose, and who are in sinus rhythm with a heart rate of at least 70 beats per minute at rest, the addition of ivabradine (which inhibits the “funny” current of the sinoatrial node, reducing heart rate without reducing contractility) can be beneficial to reduce heart failure hospitalizations and cardiovascular death (class 2a recommendation).

WHAT IS DIFFERENT FROM PREVIOUS GUIDELINES?

Sacubitril-valsartan instead of ACE inhibitors and ARBs
The role of ACE inhibitors in HFrEF was established in the 1980s in patients with NYHA class IV heart failure, with subsequent trials demonstrating their superiority over isosorbide dinitrate-hydralazine and in less-sick patients with NYHA class I, II, or III symptoms. ACE inhibitors became a cornerstone of HFrEF management in the late 1980s. And they still would be, were it not for recognition of the importance of another important neurohormonal axis in heart failure, ie, the natriuretic peptide system, which promotes natriuresis, diuresis, and vasodilation—all good things.

While the now-defunct recombinant natriuretic peptide nesiritide offered no benefit in HFrEF, another way to increase natriuretic peptide levels is by inhibiting their degradation by nephrisin. Sacubitril inhibits nephrisin, but it also increases angiotensin, so it had to be combined with an inhibitor of the renin-angiotensin system. While an ACE inhibitor would be the preferred choice for this job, the combination of sacubitril and an ACE inhibitor, both of which also increase bradykinin by inhibiting its degradation, would pose a prohibitive risk of angioedema, which is why sacubitril is combined with valsartan, an ARB.

This theoretical benefit was tested in a randomized trial pitting sacubitril-valsartan against enalapril. In this trial, 93% of patients were on beta-blockers, and 55% were on mineralocorticoid antagonists. The publication of this trial in 2014 marked the end of the reign of ACE inhibitors: compared with enalapril, sacubitril-valsartan demonstrated greater reduction in cardiovascular death and heart failure hospitalization. At a median of 27 months, when the trial was stopped early because of benefit, this combined end point had occurred in 26.5% in the enalapril group vs 21.8% in the sacubitril-valsartan group (hazard ratio 0.80, 95% confidence interval 0.73–0.87, P < .001). This translates to a number needed to treat of 21 patients for 27 months to prevent 1 death or heart failure hospitalization.

The 2022 guideline reflects these advances, providing a class 1 recommendation for sacubitril-valsartan over an ACE inhibitor or ARB in patients with chronic symptomatic HFrEF.

SGLT-2 inhibitors get a class 1 indication in HFrEF
In 2008, the US Food and Drug Administration announced that, to be approved, any new therapy for type 2 diabetes must demonstrate cardiovascular safety. Subsequently, multiple medications in the new class of SGLT-2 inhibitors were run through the gauntlet of cardiovascular outcome trials. It was an unexpected boon when, between 2015 and 2020, multiple SGLT-2 inhibitors were deemed not only safe but also effective in reducing atherosclerotic events and—even more unexpectedly—heart failure.

The world was therefore ready when in 2019 dapagliflozin was found to decrease the incidence of cardiovascular death and heart failure hospitalization in patients with HFrEF without diabetes. Good news soon followed from empagliflozin in 2020. The 2022 guideline emphasizes the significant impact of SGLT-2 inhibition in heart failure, giving this class of drugs a class 1 indication in HFrEF in patients with or without type 2 diabetes.

The importance of comprehensive guideline-directed medical therapy
The 2022 guideline also highlights the importance of comprehensive guideline-directed medical therapy for HFrEF with sacubitril-valsartan, an evidence-based beta-blocker, a mineralocorticoid antagonist, and an SGLT-2 inhibitor. Use of all 4 drug classes is estimated to reduce all-cause mortality in HFrEF by 73% compared with no treatment, and over 2 years, the number needed to treat would be 3.9 patients to prevent...
1 death or heart failure hospitalization. Furthermore, an estimated 6.3 years of life is saved with use of all 4 drugs compared with just 2 (an ACE inhibitor and a beta-blocker) in patients ages 55 to 65.

The 2022 guideline includes value statements created for select recommendations where high-quality, cost-effectiveness studies of the intervention have been published. Interventions with high value include treatment with sacubitril-valsartan instead of an ACE inhibitor as well as treatment with an evidence-based beta-blocker and mineralocorticoid in all patients with HFrEF. Treatment with an SGLT-2 inhibitor was deemed of intermediate economic value with a projection of high economic value if drug costs were reduced.

**Don’t stop if ejection fraction improves**

Heart failure with improved ejection fraction is a recently defined and clinically meaningful category of heart failure. Whether patients whose ejection fraction improves while receiving guideline-directed medical therapy should keep receiving it was not clear until a landmark trial randomized such patients to continue or stop. In this trial, heart failure recurred only in those patients in whom guideline-directed medical therapy was withdrawn.

---

**With adjunctive therapies, it is essential to avoid “indication creep,” the inappropriate application of therapies to unproven uses**

There is now a class 1 recommendation that patients with heart failure with improved ejection fraction after treatment should continue guideline-directed medical therapy to prevent relapse of heart failure and left ventricular dysfunction, even patients whose symptoms have gone away.

**Complementary therapies**

**Isosorbide dinitrate-hydralazine.** In the 1980s, to assess whether the hemodynamic benefit of afterload translates into clinical benefit, a number of trials of vasodilatory therapy were done in patients with HFrEF. In 1986, a randomized trial demonstrated that prazosin was no better than placebo. The mortality rate was numerically lower with isosorbide dinitrate-hydralazine than with placebo, but the difference was not quite statistically significant (P = .053).

While isosorbide dinitrate-hydralazine was ultimately bested by ACE inhibitors, a subgroup analysis demonstrated significant benefit in patients who self-described as Black. This hypothesis-generating signal was later confirmed: Black patients with HFrEF and NYHA class III or IV symptoms had higher survival rates with isosorbide dinitrate-hydralazine compared with placebo.

With adjunctive therapies, it is essential to avoid “indication creep,” the inappropriate application of therapies to unproven uses. For example, approximately 90% of enrolled patients in this trial were on ACE inhibitors and 70% were on beta-blockers. Thus, isosorbide dinitrate-hydralazine is not a substitute for optimal quadruple therapy in patients with HFrEF, but as adjunctive therapy in Black patients with blood pressure high enough to tolerate isosorbide dinitrate-hydralazine after initiation and optimization of guideline-directed medical therapy.

**Ivabradine.** Observational studies of patients with HFrEF noted an inverse relationship between heart rate and survival, with higher survival rates in patients with lower heart rates. A meta-analysis of the randomized trials of beta-blockers in HFrEF also noted that those patients with greater lowering of heart rate had better survival. Of course, these observations could be association (patients with lower heart rate and able to tolerate higher-dose beta-blocker treatment are less sick) rather than causation (patients with heart failure do better if they have a lower heart rate).

The medication ivabradine offered the possibility to assess the impact of heart-rate-lowering in HFrEF. By inhibiting If (the funny current in the sinoatrial node), ivabradine reduces heart rate without reducing contractility, thus theoretically allowing greater heart-rate-lowering without the limiting hypotension and fatigue of beta-blockers.

A randomized trial tested this theory, assessing the impact of ivabradine in patients with HFrEF and a baseline heart rate of 70 beats per minute or more despite taking a beta-blocker at the highest dose they could tolerate. The incidence of the primary end point (cardiovascular death or hospital admission for worsening heart failure) was 24% in the ivabradine group and 29% in the placebo group (P < .0001).

However, it is important to avoid another potential indication creep: ivabradine is not a substitute for a beta-blocker. It has not been tested and found, by itself, to reduce the mortality rate, whereas beta-blockers have. Rather, ivabradine is an adjunctive therapy, to be added to the regimen in those who have a heart rate 70 beats per minute or more despite maximum-tolerated evidence-based beta-blocker therapy.
The 2016 European Society of Cardiology guideline for the diagnosis and treatment of acute and chronic heart failure offers congruent recommendations regarding optimal guideline-directed medical therapy for stage C HFrEF, including the superiority of sacubitril-valsartan over ACE inhibitors and ARBs and the need for evidence-based beta-blocker, mineralocorticoid antagonist, and SGLT-2 inhibitor therapy. Recommendations for selective use of isosorbide dinitrate-hydralazine and ivabradine are also similar.
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How does climate change impact our patients?

Physicians are increasingly aware of the health harms associated with climate change. Both climate change and air pollution are driven by emission of greenhouse gases, including carbon dioxide, which trap heat in the atmosphere (Figure 1). Although the resultant harms affect nearly every organ system, gaps exist between the evidence of harm and clinical practices that address it. Patients may lack knowledge about the specific health impacts and risks of climate change, but they are receptive to learning more.

Indeed, government agencies and nonprofit health organizations make climate change and health information readily available to the public and encourage patients to ask their doctors about their own risks and how to avoid harm. One need not be a climate and health expert to empower patients to learn more and to work with them to protect their health. Clinicians at all levels of experience can integrate climate-related health information and counseling into their practices. In this Commentary, we address 3 disease areas where climate influence on health is relevant to the clinical practice setting—cardiovascular, respiratory, and infectious disease—and offer important resources to share with patients (Tables 1 and 2).

Cardiovascular Health and Climate

Heat is the leading weather-related killer in the United States and is implicated in deaths caused by cardiovascular disease, and more than one-third of deaths worldwide are attributable to climate change. With the increasing frequency and duration of heat waves, more patients will experience cardiovascular morbidity. Further, despite physiologic adaptations intended to dissipate heat, heat exposure places acute demands on the cardiovascular system that can lead to ischemia and heart failure, especially in patients with pre-existing cardiac conditions.

Medication adjustments

Many common medications have the side effect of temperature dysregulation, and some medications contribute to dehydration during heat exposure (see sidebar, “Climate change and patient care”). For example, diuretics cause blood volume loss, antihypertensives lower blood pressure, and antidepressants can increase perspiration. Other medications may reduce sweating and dysregulate thermoregulation, contributing to heat-related illness.

Medication storage may be a concern. Exposure to heat and humidity decreases the effectiveness of some prescription and over-the-counter drugs. Such concerns should be shared with the patient and a joint decision made regarding whether alternative medications are appropriate.

Avoiding and responding to heat-related illness

Any patient, including those with pre-existing cardiovascular disease, who exercises or works outdoors should be educated to recognize an impaired physiologic response to heat. Heat-related illness presents on a spectrum that may range from muscle cramps to seizure, with muscle cramps being an early warning sign. Heat exhaustion is characterized by heavy sweating that progresses to headache, nausea, weakness, and dizziness. Heat stroke presents with altered mental status, loss of consciousness, and seizure.

Treatment of heat-related illness includes applying cold water or ice to the skin. Heat stroke, where there is a risk of multiorgan failure and death, requires cold water immersion and emergency medical care.

Outdoor activity should be avoided during midday and early afternoon. The “urban heat-island effect” is a factor in locations where pavement and vehicular traffic are abundant, and outdoor activity should be avoided in...
those locations. Patients who must engage in outdoor activity on high-heat days should be encouraged to drink plenty of water before and during activity.

**RESPIRATORY DISEASE AND AIR QUALITY**

Asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and allergies comprise a large proportion of primary care. These can be exacerbated by heat, extreme weather events such as wildfires and flood, air pollution, and allergens—all of which are increasing due to climate change.

**Air quality basics**

Polluted air consists of hundreds of interrelated substances that form mostly in association with indus-
Climate change aggravates these factors by altering the seasons so that allergen-producing plants have longer growth and flowering periods and therefore higher allergenicity. Enhanced ozone formation is associated with high-heat days, and longer ozone seasons are associated with more prominent asthma symptoms and a higher incidence of asthma in children who play outdoor sports. The environmental impact may have direct effects on the bronchial epithelium, or the effects may be mediated by epigenetic mechanisms, interactions that set the stage for disease occurrence and increased severity of disease.
Managing the response to air quality
Patients who have chronic respiratory disease can be reminded to check local outdoor air-quality conditions, including smog levels, and to limit outdoor activities (see sidebar, “Climate change and patient care”).

Indoor air quality should not be overlooked when counseling patients, given the vast amount of time that many people spend indoors. Indoor air pollution levels may be 2 to 5 times greater than outdoor levels. Exposure to indoor gas stoves is associated with increased risk of asthma and asthma symptoms in children, and gas stoves produce nitrogen dioxide, a criteria pollutant.

Outdoor air pollution also influences indoor air quality. Infiltration occurs when the home “envelope” is not airtight, such as with suboptimal insulation. Natural ventilation occurs when windows and doors are open, and mechanical ventilation occurs when rooms or appliances are connected to the outdoors through ductwork. To improve indoor air quality and reduce respiratory disease exacerbations, patients can be advised to do the following:

- Use an air purifier
- Close windows that face roadways
- Remove shoes at entryways
- Properly ventilate a gas stove or switch to an electric stove
- Evaluate chemicals used in home cleaning.

Medication adjustments
Alternative choices might be appropriate for patients who need prescription inhalers. Inhaled corticosteroids and dry-powder inhalers are better options than metered-dose inhalers. The propellants in metered-dose inhalers are themselves greenhouse gases.

INFECTION DISEASE
Global warming is expected to significantly impact the distribution of infectious diseases because of its effects on vectors (usually arthropods such as ticks and mosquitoes) or habitats and behaviors of animal hosts. The likely result will be unfamiliar vector-borne illnesses in previously unaffected locations.

In addition to climate change, factors that affect vectors and host animals include discontinuation of the use of dichloro-diphenyl-trichloroethane (DDT) in the 1960s, deforestation, and increasing travel and global trade. It can be difficult to isolate the specific effects of climate change, but there is evidence that it will increase the spread of vector-borne illness. For example, arthropods are cold-blooded creatures that survive better in warmer climates, and increased rain and water collection will increase their breeding sites.

Evolution of infection spread
Changes in ecosystems and sea level may drive migration of humans and animal hosts, introducing diseases into new areas. The following are several examples:

- **Mosquito migration.** *Anopheles aegypti*, a mosquito, is the primary vector that spreads dengue virus, Zika virus, yellow fever, and Chikungunya. This mosquito prefers warm climates and is spreading from its traditional tropical habitat. *Anopheles albopictus* (tiger mosquito), also a vector for these diseases, can survive in colder climates and is found in North America and Europe. A visitor infected with one of these diseases can introduce it into a nonendemic area, where it can then be spread by *A. albopictus*, and a local outbreak can result.

- **Changing Canadian weather.** The *Ixodes* tick in its nymphal stage is the vector for Lyme disease. Meteorologic variables such as heat and humidity affect tick activity, accounting for their spread into southern Canada. The white-footed mouse, the primary reservoir host for *Borrelia burgdorferi*, is migrating into Canada in response to shorter, milder winters.

- **Mosquito- and tick-borne spread.** West Nile virus infection was first reported in the United States in 1999 in the New York City area. Spread primarily by the *Culex* mosquito, it has now been reported in every US state. Eastern equine encephalitis (mosquito-borne) and Powassan virus infection (tick-borne) are rare arthropod-transmitted infections. They are present in limited areas in North America but could spread over time, similar to West Nile virus.

Similar presentations
Common to these infections are fever, rash, headache, joint pain, and neurologic symptoms. When encountering patients with these signs and symptoms, the differential diagnosis should include emerging infectious diseases (see sidebar, “Climate change and patient care”). Limited exposure to these diseases during clinical training and day-to-day practice underscores the need for vigilance and consideration when the clinical context is appropriate.

INCREASING PATIENT AWARENESS OF CLIMATE’S EFFECTS ON HEALTH
The increasing frequency and intensity of extremely hot weather, worsening air pollution, and changing
CLIMATE CHANGE AND PATIENT CARE

Scenario 1: Chronic lung disease and cardiac risk
An 86-year-old patient presents with worsening shortness of breath. An ex-smoker with a history of hypertension and hypothyroidism, the patient is afebrile and has new lower-extremity swelling. A chest radiograph shows findings consistent with emphysema, and thyroid-stimulating hormone and B-type natriuretic peptide levels are both mildly elevated. The management plan includes prescriptions for an inhaler and diuretic, and an adjusted thyroid medication dose.

Climate implications. You note that the outdoor temperature is 89°F with high humidity and poor air quality and, upon questioning, you learn that the patient has no air conditioning at home. The high temperature is a risk for a patient with pulmonary and cardiovascular disease. Further, certain medications can contribute to temperature dysregulation and be damaged by high temperature and humidity. Accordingly, you prescribe a dry-powder inhaler instead of a metered-dose inhaler and advise the patient regarding:
- Access to cooling centers
- Medication storage (eg, thyroid medication) in a space protected from heat
- The need to check the air quality index and ambient temperature before going outside
- Awareness of signs of heat stress.

Scenario 2: A young patient with possible infection
A 14-year-old presents with fever, headache, joint pain, and fatigue. A maculopapular “sunburn” type of rash is noted on the extremities. A COVID-19 test is negative. Being in a midwestern US state, you initially consider a limited differential diagnosis of influenza, Lyme disease, and West Nile virus. The patient’s guardian mentions that no one else at home has been sick.

Climate implications. You ask whether the family has been affected by recent flooding in the area, and learn that they have been forced to spend more time outdoors while mold-mitigation was under way in the home due to flood damage. With this information, you consider the likelihood of an increase in the local mosquito population due to standing water and extend the differential diagnosis to include emerging mosquito-borne illnesses in the Midwest, such as eastern equine encephalitis, dengue virus, and Chikungunya. You advise the patient and their family regarding:
- Use of mosquito repellents
- Wearing clothing that covers the arms and legs when outdoors
- Removing sources of standing water outdoors.

vector habitats are some of the effects of climate change that will change the scope of cardiovascular, respiratory, and infectious disease. Awareness of risk factors associated with climate change will enhance our ability to provide effective care for patients with existing chronic illness and those with new onset of disease. Knowledge about the health effects of climate change will enhance our ability to consider the consequences of climate change in our differential diagnoses and gain confidence in counseling patients on mitigation of these harmful effects. Comprehensive patient health and well-being will benefit from our understanding of the effects of climate change on health.
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Paternalism in practice:
How we create obstacles for sexual, reproductive, and menopausal healthcare despite our best intentions

Paternalism: the policy or practice on the part of people in positions of authority of restricting the freedom and responsibilities of those subordinate to them in the subordinates’ supposed best interest.¹

Hopefully, you haven’t judged this article by the title, because the aim is not to single out any gender, as we have all likely made paternalistic recommendations to patients based on our personal beliefs or fears, as opposed to evidence-based principles. As I reflect on close to 30 years of patient care, I have seen many examples of this within my field of women’s health.

In theory, we all understand the concept of shared decision-making, but in practice, clinical recommendations are often still dictated, as opposed to being discussed. Patients are now better informed than ever before and may wish to discuss a variety of options. A perceived lack of choice has led patients to seek alternative sources for care, some of which may be harmful owing to less evidence or regulation. If a treatment is not within the doctor’s comfort zone, of course there should be no obligation to prescribe. But in many circumstances, there are lost opportunities to align plans more closely with patient’s priorities. Using specific women’s health topics as representative examples, this article aims to show how clinical care may be improved using 3 principles: humility, advocacy, and flexibility.

● MENOPAUSE MANAGEMENT:
A CASE FOR HUMILITY

The evolution of the evidence on menopausal hormone therapy (MHT) safety and the response of the medical community to the unfolding of these data are great examples of the need for humility when proclaiming what we know to be medical “truth.” After years of observational data suggesting strong cardiovascular benefits of MHT use, the initial results of the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI) randomized placebo-controlled trial,² outlining the risks and benefits of MHT use, brought shockwaves to the clinical care of women, landing on the 2002 covers of Newsweek and Time magazines. Before this landmark trial, 1 of every 5 US women over the age of 40 was using MHT, and after this publication, close to 90% of women discontinued their hormones.³ As doctors’ offices were flooded with phonecalls, the medical community was wondering how could we have been so wrong?

Those of us working as menopause specialists were trying to explain the limitations of the WHI data to colleagues, the subgroups with lesser risks, etc., but I suspect we sounded like rambling anarchists to the vast majority of clinicians who had already decided that MHT was associated with far too much risk to justify its use. But just because MHT was no longer “in,” this did not change the fact that women were continuing to suffer with symptoms. Patients were encouraged to tough it out until symptoms subsided (which on average lasts over 7 years for most, and about a decade for Black women)⁴ or go on nonhormonal treatment alternatives that were not nearly as effective and had their own list of side effects. As a US medical community, we tend to be risk-averse, which left many feeling that mainstream medicine had turned its back on them. This became fertile ground to foster an entire new industry of wellness clinics promoting the use of custom compounded hormones.
that came with big claims, celebrity endorsements, no scary package inserts, and potential for serious harm, including a possible increased endometrial cancer risk compared with conventional US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved MHT.5

So was the observational evidence really so wrong? Not really. Even though a full discussion on MHT is beyond the scope of this commentary, it is important to note that strong observational studies had shown 30% to 50% lower cardiovascular risk in MHT users, with an already known small increase in breast cancer risk.6,7 As follow-up WHI publications were published over 20 years, the main messaging about the results evolved significantly. Initial concerns in 2002 about “substantial risks for cardiovascular disease and breast cancer”8 were followed in 2003 by “the suggestion of a slight overall increase” in the risk of coronary heart disease (CHD),9 changed in 2007 to “with no apparent increase in CHD risk for women close to menopause” and “total mortality reduced among women aged 50 to 59 years,”10 and in 2017 to “no adverse influence on CHD, venous thromboembolism, or all-cause mortality” (for Black postmenopausal women with a hysterectomy).11

The grand finale is that US and European cardiac medical societies, who were often the most concerned about MHT risks, now note the acceptable safety profile in newly menopausal women (defined as women in their 40s and 50s or within a decade of menopause), specifically highlighting the favorable benefits of lower rates of diabetes, insulin resistance, and fracture.12,13 It is again accepted that the time when MHT is initiated and the type of formulation used can guide whether there is an overall better risk–benefit ratio. Even the WHI authors noted how their own data have been used “inappropriately” in making decisions about treatment for women in their 40s and 50s who have distressing symptoms,14 MHT is again officially considered an acceptable alternative to prevent fracture in those with low bone density,15 though it has never come off my list of offered options.

But what about breast cancer risk? We still see similar “lumping” of MHT fears regarding breast cancer risk, even though the 20-year WHI follow-up clearly shows that individuals using estrogen alone in this trial had a significant reduction in breast cancer incidence and mortality.16 Though estrogen is not recommended for breast cancer prevention in those at high risk of developing breast cancer, it is notable that the medications used for this purpose, tamoxifen and aromatase inhibitors, have not yet shown a similar reduction in breast cancer mortality. The addition of a progestin to the MHT did indeed increase breast cancer risk after 3 to 5 years in the WHI study,7 although other randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and observational studies have not shown similar risk increases.6 The increase in breast cancer risk when progestin is used beyond 5 years is within the medical “rare” category of risk (less than 1 of 1,000 cases),6,7 comparable to the increase in breast cancer risk seen with the consumption of a few alcoholic drinks per week. This degree of risk is considered acceptable to many patients who are carefully counseled in clinic.

No harm in avoiding hormones, right? Interpreting the MHT data over time has not been easy. Discussions of complex data and concerns of scary diagnoses like heart disease and cancer make these conversations difficult to implement in a busy practice. With clinicians not having either the expertise or the time to address these concerns in clinic, not only were thousands of symptomatic women ill cared for, but also several generations of trainees were without exposure to menopause management with MHT. Most of us in menopausal medicine have noted colleagues making strong recommendations for our mutual patients to discontinue MHT, which had been prescribed after careful weighing of risks and benefits (including those practicing in a completely unrelated medical specialty, often causing a disproportionate degree of alarm for the patient). Given that several RCTs have suggested a 30% reduction in mortality with MHT use,6 it is estimated that denial of estrogen-only therapy (with its better safety profile compared with estrogen-progestin therapy) may have led to more than 91,000 women who underwent hysterectomy (who would have needed estrogen alone) dying prematurely between 2002 and 2011.17

It has been 20 years since the first WHI publication, yet continuity of care in menopause clinics remains problematic, as there are far too few of us trained or certified in menopausal medicine (lists available at menopause.org). Every day, well-intentioned yet overly protective advice continues to unnecessarily limit MHT use in appropriate candidates. Luckily, the tide is turning, and new generations of trainees are being exposed to the most updated information, recognizing that there is an age-related window of opportunity for MHT use. In other words, when patients start therapy in their 40s or 50s, or within a decade of menopause, benefits are optimized, and risks are lower.
Unfortunately, this acceptance has come a little too late, with at least one-third of patients navigating toward unregulated products that can cause supraphysiologic hormone levels. We regularly see women in our clinics with male testosterone levels after compounded use of discouraged treatments such as hormone injections or pellets. It is important to help guide these patients back toward clinicians who are prescribing MHT in a safer, evidence-based approach, with adequate counseling about potential risks. Yet some patients have simply lost faith in “mainstream” medical care. Strong fluctuations in recommendations for or against a therapy over time (with exaggerated discussions of risks, while minimizing potential benefits) breed distrust not only in the clinician but also in the science itself. Most developments in medicine, when interpreted within the context of limitations, typically do not show that we were previously wrong but rather add pieces to a puzzle that make the picture clearer.

The humility lessons learned from the MHT story clearly concede that we are likely to be surprised by how medicine evolves and must acknowledge our patients’ right to have open conversations and consider treatments that deviate from current mainstream thinking. We need to remember that even the most “true” medical recommendations may change with the evidence (aspirin use is a good example). Both risks and benefits of a treatment should be clearly discussed and the individual empowered to make their decision based on their own value system.

**TREATING SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION: A CASE FOR ADVOCACY**

Close to half of US women report some sort of sexual dysfunction that is reported as distressing in 1 out of 8. Despite this, there were no treatments for hypoactive sexual desire disorder (HSDD) until the approval of the oral drug flibanserin in 2015.

Approval for flibanserin was tumultuous, as the FDA had unanimously rejected approval twice before. Before 2015, there were already 7 products to enhance male sexual health on the market. (I am not including testosterone, because it was not labeled for use for male low libido, although commonly used in clinical practice for that reason.) The FDA committee published its concerns about flibanserin, including “medicalizing” low sexual desire, an argument that I believe questions the impact and validity of the HSDD diagnosis. Concerns about effectiveness were raised, even though the most validated tool to assess sexual health, the Female Sexual Function Index, had shown improvement. The committee noted that “an effect on daily recall of sexual desire was preferable,” with a value judgment made that the primary end point of number of satisfying sexual events was not improved enough (despite recommendations otherwise by sexual health experts). In clinical practice, the most important factors to assess a woman’s sexual health are more closely tied to what is measured on the Female Sexual Function Index (desire, arousal, lubrication, orgasm, satisfaction, and pain) as well as validated distress scoring systems, as opposed to the number of extra times she chooses to have sex that month. If she had sex only one additional time, yet was happy with that outcome based on increased satisfaction and decreased distress, why would we think this is not good enough for her?

**But shouldn’t we protect female patients from harm?**

Other FDA concerns were related to safety and tolerability. Before approval, there were several unusual stipulations imposed, most notably being subjected to additional studies focused on alcohol interactions with substantial alcohol servings (≥ 5 units). More specifically, individuals were asked to fast overnight, eat a light breakfast, then drink the alcohol equivalent of at least half a bottle of wine (typically within 10 minutes), while taking a dose of flibanserin (though package labeling calls for nighttime dosing). In these initial studies (some which consisted predominantly of men), concerns about orthostasis and hypotension prompted a risk evaluation and mitigation strategy, mandating that only certified prescribers and pharmacies could treat the patient, and that patients sign paperwork promising to avoid any alcohol intake.

I believe that all of this played a role in few pharmacists becoming certified due to unsubstantiated concerns (eg, that this could be used as a “date-rape drug”) based on discussions on pharmacy LISTSERVs. In the postmarketing experience, we understand that alcohol use in real-world situations does not cause any more hypotension than placebo, and flibanserin has a side-effect profile that is comparable to, if not less than, that in women taking antidepressant medications (most common side effects are sedation and nausea).

**Barriers to wider uptake**

There have been jokes made about flibanserin use. If it has minimal benefit but is going to make you nauseated and put you to sleep, what’s the point? Yet for a woman distressed by her HSDD, who has chronic...
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insomnia and would like some of the appetite-suppressing effects of the medication (which may lead to ≥5% body weight loss), it can be a great adjunct to her care, alongside traditional biopsychosocial management of sexual dysfunction. Postmarketing safety experience has allowed for the strict alcohol restrictions to be lifted, and package labeling now indicates only the need to space the medication and last drink apart by 2 hours. However, widespread utilization of flibanserin remains limited by cost and ongoing concerns about safety, and the need to avoid all alcohol is still noted within the top results following a quick Internet search.

Lack of awareness of flibanserin has also contributed to low uptake. Part of the FDA approval was contingent on the company agreeing to not run commercial advertisements for 18 months after its approval, with continued strict marketing oversight since that time. As we hold this medication to a high standard of advertising ethics (which isn’t a bad thing), my brain is bombarded with images of couples holding hands in adjoining bathtubs, one of the estimated 500 billion US television advertising impressions on erectile dysfunction between 2006 and 2009. These advertisements have been criticized for their explicit content and lack of regulation; further, depending on the venue or timing, they have exposed minors to developmentally inappropriate information approximately 20% of the time—despite recommendations otherwise by the American Academy of Pediatrics. Companies making male erectile dysfunction treatments have been some of the top spenders in direct-to-consumer advertising, leading to widespread use of these medications both clinically and recreationally, and they have even been linked to an increase in birth rates associated with television promotion.

Holding female and male sexual health products to the same standards

So how is this tied to advocacy? It is important that female and male sexual health products are held to the same standards.

When the initial approval of sildenafil was fast-tracked in 1998, it was known to cause deaths when taken with nitrates, and hypotension when taken with alpha-blockers. However, female products have been subjected to unusually selective protocols and additional safety procedures. We now have a second FDA-approved treatment for HSDD, bremelanotide, self-administered by subcutaneous injection. Although bremelanotide was approved in 2019, insurance coverage remains a major barrier for both treatment options.

In contrast, there are 26 FDA-approved products for male sexual dysfunction. The concern is not simply the difference in number of treatment options between the sexes, but also the struggles of the approval and marketing processes, which have led some sexual health experts to raise concerns about paternalism within the FDA—ie, men get the choice of whether medication risks are worth it, and women need an additional layer of “protection” from harm. I hesitate to speak negatively of any processes to ensure safety, but what is clear to me is that the voices of advocacy groups likely had a role in moving the approval process along, so much so that the FDA committee members felt compelled to publish their perspective and defend their processes in the New England Journal of Medicine.

The approval process for first-in-class treatments for a new medical indication is clearly challenging. However, it is equally important to note that different sociocultural backgrounds and beliefs can contribute to biases, leading to differences in interpretation of overall treatment risk vs benefit, and I suspect biases impact even more so the topic of female sexuality.

We need to advocate for more treatment options for HSDD, several of which are currently being studied. Even though RCTs have consistently shown the benefits and tolerability of testosterone replacement in women (when used at physiologic doses), the FDA has unanimously rejected the request to approve a testosterone patch. Ten US and international professional societies have come to the consensus that testosterone replacement may be tried for female HSDD, with several clinical recommendations on safe use. Because there continues to be no FDA-approved way to replace testosterone in women, doing this safely remains a challenge, again steering women toward unregulated and potentially harmful treatments such as high-dose pellets. And yes, these products have celebrity endorsements.

FAMILY PLANNING: A CASE FOR FLEXIBILITY

Like politics and religion, the topic of women’s reproductive rights ignites passionate debates. The road to family-planning autonomy has been met with hurdles of all sorts, far too many to address here. In the absence of effective contraception, every time a female has sex with a sperm-producing partner (consensual or not), she may perceive it as a risk to her life, health, finances, career, or social support net-
works. (For brevity, I’m referring to female or women as those individuals capable of becoming pregnant.) Effective contraception is underutilized among some of the women who need it the most: those with complex medical histories.

The establishment of the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Medical Eligibility Criteria has been a great resource for clinicians who want to expand their knowledge of appropriate candidates for various contraceptive methods.28 However, the pink and red sections of the CDC Medical Eligibility Criteria tables that show potential contraindications to a method in the setting of various medical comorbidities (Table 1)28 can cause clinicians to be overly restrictive in their prescribing. For example, the use of estrogen-containing combined hormonal contraceptives (CHCs) in those who have migraines with aura is strongly discouraged because of a potential increased stroke risk (though absolute risks are low with the use of modern methods).29 Certainly, for pregnancy prevention alone, if a progestin-only option is tolerated, that would be preferred. However, women may need (or prefer) CHCs to treat a medical condition, in which case the risk-benefit ratio changes. Not uncommonly, I will prescribe a method with a known contraindication, but only after a detailed discussion about pros and cons of different contraceptives—and after the patient verbalizes understanding and provides consent.29,30

Two guiding principles of reproductive care

As a consultant for the contraceptive and hormonal needs of our medically complex patients, I follow 2 guiding principles in managing patient care. First, the contraceptive that the patient prefers is the one she is most likely to use after she leaves my office. Second, no matter what the risks of any contraceptive, the risks of an unintended pregnancy are always far greater. Fortunately, some guidelines do soften language to address necessary variations in practice (eg, newer migraine guidelines since the publication of the CDC eligibility criteria) and emphasize the importance of shared decision-making, as opposed to a universal recommendation to withhold CHCs in those with migraine with aura.29,31

The contraceptive that the patient prefers is the one she is most likely to use, and whatever the risks of any contraceptive, the risks of an unintended pregnancy are always far greater

In the absence of contraindications, clinicians also withhold prescriptions because patients are not up-to-date with health screenings such as Papanicolaou tests or breast examinations. Removing barriers to effective contraception is not only evidence-based, it is also encouraged by guidelines.32 For example, to qualify a patient for CHCs, a prescriber needs only
a medical history and a recent blood pressure reading, which can be obtained outside of the office. With excessive restrictions from doctors’ offices, patients have turned to online prescribing companies that use online questionnaires to offer CHCs in an evidence-based way, with an average appointment time of 7.5 minutes, for a total average yearly cost of $313 per prescription, including cost of visit and 1 year of refills. There has been a call for more widespread expansion of over-the-counter contraceptives, which is already a reality in many US states but has had slow uptake. Thus, improving access with virtual visits is encouraged, especially visits during nonbusiness hours.

Fear as an obstacle
The fear of a serious thrombotic complication from a preventive medication in a young healthy woman is understandable. The US medical-legal environment is a hostile one. Between 2008 and 2015, approximately $2 billion in litigation was disputed against the most popular CHC of that time, with ads on social networking platforms soliciting participation in lawsuits directed at the manufacturer, as opposed to individual clinicians. Interestingly, settlements were related to risks clearly outlined in the product package insert. I suspect that much of the litigation was not related to altruistic concerns about safety, as the evidence is not convincing of a major difference in risk of this CHC compared with others, but was instead attracted by the “deep pockets” of the pharmaceutical company producing the brand-name pill. Not surprisingly, the lawsuits quickly fizzled after the medication became generic.

We cannot let medical-legal fears get in the way of listening to the patient and providing for her contraceptive choices. Flexibility in addressing contraceptive preferences is now even more critical in the setting of limited access to abortion throughout different regions of the country.
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# Ultrasound Workshop: Diagnostic and Procedural Skills
Focus on the Hospitalized Patient

May 10-13, 2023
Cleveland Clinic Simulation and Advanced Skills Center
Cleveland, OH

---

**You’ll Want To Be At This Workshop**

The use of ultrasound to diagnose and guide procedures is growing rapidly and you don’t want to be left behind. This growth is primarily fueled by data indicating that ultrasound can improve the success rate of various procedures while decreasing complications. This ultrasound workshop will provide you with current state-of-the-art techniques for diagnosis and guiding procedures. You will be able to incorporate the lessons you learn by attending this workshop into your clinical practice.

**Stay Current With These Objectives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wednesday Optional Workshop</th>
<th>2-Day Course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building a Point-of-Care Ultrasound Program</td>
<td>Summarize the basic science and diagnostic use of ultrasound imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe the components of successful point-of-care ultrasound programs</td>
<td>Describe the protocols, evaluation, and best use of echocardiography in critically ill patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summarize process for image acquisition, machine utilization, and IT configuration</td>
<td>Review the role of ultrasound in a focused assessment with sonography in trauma (FAST) exam to assess for free fluid in the abdomen or around the heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe the importance of a training, quality improvement, and credentialing</td>
<td>Summarize the basics of using ultrasound to assess lungs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List components of billing and coding for various ultrasound exams</td>
<td>Describe the most effective diagnostic use of ultrasound to assess for vascular abnormalities including aortic pathology and deep venous thrombosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice the evaluation of shock and respiratory failure with point-of-care echocardiography</td>
<td>Practice the evaluation of shock and respiratory failure with point-of-care echocardiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate competence in ultrasound guidance for needle placement and peripheral intravenous access, arterial line access, and midline access</td>
<td>Demonstrate the best use of ultrasound for paracentesis, thoracentesis, and thoracocentesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate the best use of ultrasound for paracentesis, thoracentesis, and thoracocentesis</td>
<td>Describe the fundamentals of tunneling technique and the tunnelled CVC kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List the indications, complications, and aftercare related to insertion of a tunnelled central venous catheter (CVC)</td>
<td>List the indications, complications, and aftercare related to insertion of a tunnelled central venous catheter (CVC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate competence in central venous access including materials, ultrasound landmarks, and needle placement</td>
<td>Demonstrate competence in central venous access including materials, ultrasound landmarks, and needle placement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saturday Optional Workshop</th>
<th>Saturday Workshop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airway Management in the Critically Ill Patient</td>
<td>Summarize the Cleveland Clinic Airway Management protocol and algorithm for critically ill patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply airway management tools to secure the airway</td>
<td>Demonstrate application of the airway management protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose the best strategy to manage the airway in critically ill patients</td>
<td>Pediatric Simulations and Ultrasound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detail the causes of hypoxemia in the critically ill neonate</td>
<td>Effectively manage undifferentiated shock in the neonate and infant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe tips and tricks for vascular access in the pediatric population</td>
<td>Hemodynamic Assessment of the Critically Ill Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify the hemodynamically compromised patient</td>
<td>Describe the 3 components of the Rapid Ultrasound for Shock and Hypotension (RUSH) exam: Fump, Tank, Pipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilize the Rapid Ultrasound for Shock and Hypotension (RUSH) exam protocol</td>
<td>Explain the ultrasound findings seen in the 4 types of distributive shock</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Who Should Attend**
This workshop is designed for physicians, physician assistants, and nurse practitioners in emergency medicine, internal medicine, hospital medicine, critical care, cardiology, general surgery, pediatrics, pulmonology, anesthesiology, and radiology.

**Register Today!** [ccfcme.org/GoUltra](http://ccfcme.org/GoUltra)

This activity is approved for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™, ANCC Contact Hours, and AAPA Category 1 CME Credits.
Reproductive issues and multiple sclerosis: 20 questions

ABSTRACT

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is commonly diagnosed in young adults during their reproductive years. Consequently, concerns about family planning and MS management related to pregnancy and breastfeeding are often encountered in clinical practice. Pregnancy itself is not harmful for women with MS. However, disease-modifying therapies (DMTs) have implications for reproductive planning, including stopping treatment while trying to conceive and during pregnancy, as well as managing fetal risks. People with MS and their care team must engage in collaborative decision-making before, during, and after pregnancy. Based on the results of a consensus-building initiative, answers are provided to 20 frequently asked questions regarding the management of MS during pregnancy planning, pregnancy, and the postpartum period.

KEY POINTS

Most women with MS can conceive, have normal pregnancies and deliveries, and breastfeed successfully.

Primary considerations relate to ensuring proper prenatal counseling about cessation of DMT and timing of conception, as well as resumption of DMT.

To engage in collaborative decision-making throughout all stages of pregnancy, clinicians caring for people with MS need to be familiar with pregnancy-related risks associated with MS therapies, as well as the management of MS-related reproductive issues.

doi:10.3949/ccjm.90a.22066
patients may benefit from further evaluation through gynecologic or urologic specialists. Conception and fertility rates in people with MS and the general population are comparable. The use of assisted reproductive technology has been reported in some studies to be associated with an increased risk of MS relapse in the first 3 months following unsuccessful cycles. However, a recently published study did not identify this risk.

2: WHAT IS THE GENETIC RISK OF MS IN CHILDREN OF PEOPLE WITH MS?

Children of people with MS are approximately 5.77 times more likely to develop MS than people in the general population, though the overall risk remains low at approximately 2%. Although genetic factors contribute to susceptibility to MS, the disorder is complex, with more than 250 identified contributory genes. The development of MS likely also depends on environmental and other factors including exposure to smoking, viral infections, adolescent obesity, vitamin D levels, microbiome, and geographic latitude of residence.

3: WHAT ARE THE KEY ISSUES FOR CHOICE OF DMT IN PRECONCEPTION COUNSELING?

The choice of DMT should be based on the patient’s level of disease activity, their plans to become pregnant, and the desired timing. Most DMTs are associated with fetal risk; further, the sphingosine 1-phosphate receptor (S1Pr) modulators and natalizumab are associated with a risk of rebound disease activity upon discontinuation.

4: WHAT ARE THE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTRACEPTION?

Women with MS of childbearing potential who are using DMT should practice effective birth control regardless of plans to pursue pregnancy. In general, contraceptive methods used in the population at large are safe and effective for women with MS. Potential drug-drug interactions between symptomatic treatments (for MS-related sequelae such as spasticity, urinary dysfunction, and mood dysregulation) and certain contraceptive agents should be considered: for example, modafinil may lessen the efficacy of oral contraceptives by accelerating their metabolism.

Men with MS treated with teriflunomide, which carries significant risk of teratogenicity, must practice effective contraception until after the medication is cleared by metabolism (ie, at least 6 months after the last dose) or by a rapid-clearance protocol. Female partners of men taking teriflunomide must also be counseled on the potential risks of fetal exposure and use of effective contraceptive therapy. Teriflunomide is contraindicated for use during pregnancy and in females of reproductive age not using effective contraception.

Cladribine has been associated with increased embryo lethality in animal studies, and men are thus advised to prevent pregnancy for at least 6 months following treatment with cladribine. Cladribine may cause an increase in nonmotile sperm, leading to reversible infertility.

Alemtuzumab may cause reversible infertility by inactivating mature sperm by binding to CD52, the surface antigen expressed by mature sperm.

5: ARE THERE SPECIFIC CARE REQUIREMENTS DURING PREGNANCY?

MS itself does not render a pregnancy “high-risk” or increase the likelihood of congenital malformation or miscarriage. MS may be associated with lower birthweight, although this is usually not clinically significant.

The overall risk of MS relapse decreases during pregnancy, with the relapse rate declining progressively over the 3 trimesters. The patient’s recent disease trajectory and her prior DMT pharmacology, efficacy, and latency may influence disease activity during pregnancy. Women with higher relapse rates prior to conception are at increased risk of ongoing disease activity during pregnancy.

6: IS IT SAFE TO USE DMT DURING PREGNANCY?

The use of DMT is generally not recommended during pregnancy. Treatment considerations must include the potential benefits and risks to the mother based on her level of disease activity and the likelihood of relapse or worsening disability without DMT. Embryonic or fetal exposure is also associated with risk (Table 1).

Platform injectable therapies

The first DMTs—the “platform therapies,” ie, interferons and glatiramer acetate—have been associated with low birth weight but not with other significant adverse effects on pregnancy. These treatments are generally stopped before planned conception. However, when benefits outweigh risks, they may be continued in women with MS who are pregnant or wish to become pregnant and whose risk profile is low.
TABLE 1
Special considerations for use of disease-modifying therapies in pregnancy\textsuperscript{a,b}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medication</th>
<th>Recommended washout period</th>
<th>Use in pregnancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interferons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interferon beta-1\textsuperscript{a,14,15}</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>Use only if benefit outweighs risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peginterferon beta-1\textsuperscript{a,16}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interferon beta-1b\textsuperscript{a,17}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glatiramer acetate\textsuperscript{a,18,19}</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Use only if benefit outweighs risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumarates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimethyl fumarate\textsuperscript{a,28}</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>Not advised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diroximel fumarate\textsuperscript{a,29}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monomethyl fumarate\textsuperscript{a,30}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphingosine 1-phosphate receptor modulators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingolimod\textsuperscript{a,19}</td>
<td>Fingolimod: 2–3 months</td>
<td>Spingosine 1-phosphate receptor modulators are not advised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siponimod\textsuperscript{a,20}</td>
<td>Siponimod: 2 weeks</td>
<td>Risk for rebound disease activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozanimod\textsuperscript{a,21}</td>
<td>Ozanimod: 3 months</td>
<td>Consider transition to a B-cell-depleting agent before discontinuing contraception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponesimod\textsuperscript{a,22}</td>
<td>Ponesimod: 1 week</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cladribine\textsuperscript{a,31}</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Not advised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teriflunomide\textsuperscript{a,32}</td>
<td>Rapid-elimination procedure required: cholestyramine 8 g every 8 hours orally for 11 days (if not tolerated, reduce dose to 4 g every 8 hours) or activated charcoal powder 50 g every 12 hours for 11 days until a serum concentration below 0.02 mg/L is reached</td>
<td>Not advised; stop treatment and eliminate drug before discontinuing contraception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalizumab\textsuperscript{a,33}</td>
<td>2–3 months</td>
<td>Generally not advised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-cell–depleting agents</td>
<td>1–3 months\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>B-cell–depleting agents are generally not advised; package inserts recommend washout periods of 6 months for ocrelizumab, 6 months for ofatumumab, 6 months for rituximab, and 12 months for rituximab\textsuperscript{a}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocrelizumab\textsuperscript{a,34}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ofatumumab\textsuperscript{a,35}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rituximab\textsuperscript{a,36}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ublituximab\textsuperscript{a,37}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alemtuzumab\textsuperscript{a,38}</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>Use not advised</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}This table reflects our clinical practice and review of combined recommendations of prescribing information and key articles.

\textsuperscript{b}Pregnancy testing is recommended before starting or re-dosing for all disease-modifying therapy in women of childbearing potential.

\textsuperscript{c}See Question 7 in the article for an in-depth discussion of B-cell-depleting therapies and pregnancy timing.

Monoclonal antibodies
With few exceptions, the use of monoclonal antibodies during pregnancy is not advised. Placental transfer of immunoglobulins begins around the second trimester and increases with gestational age, theoretically lowering the risk of fetal exposure in the first trimester.\textsuperscript{20} Natalizumab may be considered during pregnancy in exceptional circumstances, as in women with severe intrapartum relapses.\textsuperscript{12} Its use during the third trimester requires caution because of risk of placental transfer and resulting fetal or infantile pancytopenia.\textsuperscript{21} B-cell–depleting therapies
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(ocrelizumab, ofatumumab, rituximab, ublituximab) can be used prior to pregnancy, but their routine administration is not recommended during pregnancy. Use of alemtuzumab during pregnancy is not advised.\

Oral therapies
None of the currently available oral therapies—fumarates, teriflunomide, S1Pr modulators, or cladribine—are safe for use during pregnancy.

7: HOW LONG BEFORE CONCEPTION SHOULD DMT BE STOPPED?
Washout periods are advised for all DMTs, with consideration of the pharmacokinetics of each medication and the patient's level of disease activity. The pharmacology of the treatment determines recommended minimum washout periods (Table 1). When feasible, the timing of treatment and conception should be coordinated with the aim of keeping DMT washout periods as short as possible to mitigate risk of MS relapse.

Prescribing information approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recommends that women continue contraception for 6 months following the last treatment of ocrelizumab, ofatumumab, and ublituximab, and for 12 months following the last treatment of rituximab. A pregnancy test should be conducted prior to subsequent dosing of intravenous B-cell–depleting therapies. Ofatumumab is administered by monthly subcutaneous injection, and the FDA-approved prescribing information recommends contraception for 6 months following the last treatment. Ofatumumab is thought to protect against disease activity for 6 to 9 months.

B-cell–depleting therapies infused intravenously may confer prolonged protective effects against MS relapses for 6 to 9 months after administration. Decisions regarding use of B-cell–depleting therapy and pregnancy planning need to consider the patient's degree of disease activity, risks, and individual preferences. When disease is highly active before initiation of B-cell–depleting therapy and it is necessary to minimize time off DMT, the patient may receive a B-cell–depleting therapy and then attempt pregnancy after 1 to 3 months. The rationale is that based on half-life, these therapies are eliminated 3.5 to 4.5 months after an infusion. Placental transfer of immunoglobulin G is minimal in the first trimester, so the risk of fetal exposure in the second trimester is low if conception occurs 3 to 6 months after the last dose of B-cell–depleting therapy.

8: CAN DISEASE ACTIVITY RETURN WHEN DMT IS PAUSED FOR PREGNANCY?
Women treated with S1Pr modulators or natalizumab prior to conception may have increased risk for rebound disease after medication withdrawal. Annualized MS relapse rates have been shown to be higher throughout pregnancy after fingolimod and natalizumab discontinuation compared with low-efficacy therapies. In women discontinuing natalizumab, relapses during pregnancy and the postpartum year have been reported in up to 67% of patients. Due to the risk of rebound disease activity in people with MS treated with these medications, changing to an alternate therapy such as a B-cell–depleting agent might be considered before discontinuing contraception, especially in women with highly active disease.

9: WHAT IS THE NEXT STEP IF PREGNANCY OCCURS WHILE THE PATIENT IS TAKING A DMT?
If a woman becomes pregnant while taking DMT, the therapy should be discontinued and the pregnancy exposure reported through an appropriate MS pregnancy registry (Table 2). Follow-up after discontinuation of therapy varies depending on the DMT as follows:
- Interferon beta or glatiramer acetate: no additional monitoring required during pregnancy
- Oral therapies: referral for early ultrasonography to screen for major malformations
- Teriflunomide: rapid-elimination procedure initiated as soon as possible (Table 1) and referral to an obstetrician with expertise in high-risk pregnancies for early ultrasonography to screen for major malformations
- Cladribine, teriflunomide, or natalizumab: follow-up with an obstetrician with expertise in high-risk pregnancies.

10: HOW ARE RELAPSES MANAGED DURING PREGNANCY?
The patient's obstetrician and neurologist should coordinate management of MS relapses during pregnancy. Mild relapses with nondisabling symptoms or spontaneous improvement might require no intervention. If a relapse warrants intervention, the typical treatment is high-dose corticosteroids, usually intravenous methylprednisolone 1 g daily or oral prednisone 1,250 mg daily for 3 to 5 days. This therapy carries a slightly increased risk for adverse fetal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medication</th>
<th>First-trimester exposure recommendations</th>
<th>Exposure risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interferons</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interferon beta-1a</td>
<td>No additional fetal or neonatal monitoring</td>
<td>With interferons, slight risk of decreased birthweight and increased embryo or fetal death based on animal data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peginterferon beta-1a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interferon beta-1b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glatiramer acetate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fumarates</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimethyl fumarate</td>
<td>Early ultrasonography for major malformations</td>
<td>Dimethyl fumarate: uncertain risk to fetus; animal studies have shown low birthweight, delayed development, delayed ossification, spontaneous abortions, decreased fetal viability, and impaired learning and memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diroximel fumarate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Diroximel fumarate: based on animal data, may cause fetal harm including skeletal abnormalities, increased mortality, decreased body weight, and neurobehavioral impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monomethyl fumarate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monomethyl fumarate: Based on animal data, may cause fetal harm including adverse embryotoxicity, reduction in body weight, and delayed sexual maturation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S1Pr modulators</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>All: teratogenic effect likely; risk of neural tube defects, fetal loss and fetal abnormalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingolimod</td>
<td>Early ultrasonography for major malformations</td>
<td>Fingolimod: based on animal studies, increased risk of congenital malformations and embryolethality, fetal growth retardation, and neurobehavioral deficits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siponimod</td>
<td></td>
<td>Siponimod: based on animal studies, increased risk of congenital malformations and embryolethality, increased incidence of skeletal variations, decreased body weight, and delayed sexual maturation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozanimod</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ozanimod: based on animal studies, increased risk of congenital malformations and embryolethality, skeletal variations, vascular malformations, and neurobehavioral deficits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponesimod</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ponesimod: based on animal studies, increased risk of congenital malformations and embryolethality, visceral, cardiac, and skeletal malformations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cladribine</strong></td>
<td>Follow up with high-risk obstetrician</td>
<td>Risk of congenital malformations and embryolethality based on animal studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teriflunomide</strong></td>
<td>Early screening for major and minor malformations; option to follow up with high-risk obstetrician</td>
<td>Highly teratogenic; risk of serious birth defects in fetus; risk of preterm labor; risk of low birthweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Natalizumab</strong></td>
<td>Screen neonate for liver dysfunction, pancytopenia</td>
<td>Risk of mild to moderate hematologic alterations (pancytopenia with late pregnancy exposure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B-cell–depleting agents</strong></td>
<td>Screen neonate for B-cell depletion, pancytopenia</td>
<td>With B-cell–depleting agents, there is a risk of B-cell depletion in fetus or infant with second-trimester and third-trimester exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocrelizumab</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rituximab: risk of congenital malformations in fetus, and neonatal infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ofatumumab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rituximab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ublituximab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alemtuzumab</strong></td>
<td>Monitor thyroid studies</td>
<td>Risk of thyroid disease in mother (autoimmune thyroiditis in up to 40%); risk of low birthweight, preterm birth, preeclampsia; risk of neonatal Graves disease and cognitive impairment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This table reflects our clinical practice and review of combined recommendations of prescribing information and key articles. S1Pr = sphingosine 1-phosphate receptor*
outcomes such as cleft palate and low birth weight. Maternal risks include hyperglycemia, hypertension, and fluid overload.

Corticosteroid use should be avoided during the first trimester when possible. If the patient develops a disabling steroid-refractory relapse, then intravenous immunoglobulin therapy or plasmapheresis may be considered. The increased thrombotic risk with intravenous immunoglobulin should be taken into consideration. Nonpharmacologic interventions such as physical therapy can be utilized when deemed appropriate by the patient’s care team.

11: IS MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING SAFE DURING PREGNANCY?

Despite there being no absolute contraindications to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) during pregnancy, it is generally avoided. It can be done if clinically indicated, as when findings are critical to clinical decision-making and are expected to impact outcomes. Gadolinium-based contrast should be used with caution, as studies have demonstrated increased risk of stillbirth, neonatal death, and various inflammatory conditions.

12: ARE VACCINATIONS SAFE DURING PREGNANCY?

Barring contraindications, the vaccination schedule for the general population is applicable to people with MS. Vaccination updates are best before starting DMT. Any live attenuated vaccines that need to be updated may be administered following delivery and before restarting DMT.

13: ARE THERE SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR LABOR AND DELIVERY?

For most women, there are no MS-specific recommendations for childbirth. Many women can have spontaneous-onset labor and full-term vaginal delivery. Individual factors may need to be considered for women with significant disability, such as planning for assisted delivery methods or cesarean delivery in women with significant motor disability, increased risk of deep vein thrombosis in nonambulatory patients, and increased risk of urinary tract infection in women requiring self-catheterization. The use of any anesthetic is acceptable when clinically indicated, including regional anesthesia as with epidural injections.

14: ARE THERE SPECIFIC POSTPARTUM REQUIREMENTS?

Neurologic care generally should resume 4 to 6 weeks postpartum. At that time, breastfeeding plans should be confirmed or revised and resumption of DMT arranged. Women with MS should receive routine obstetric postpartum care, and duration of birth hospitalizations are in the normal range. Patients should be screened for depression and anxiety at follow-up visits. The risk of perinatal depression is higher than in the general population, although the prognosis for recovery at 18 months is similar.

15: WHAT IS THE RISK OF RELAPSE AFTER DELIVERY?

Women with MS may be at risk for return of disease activity in the postpartum period. Higher relapse rates before pregnancy are associated with higher postpartum relapse rates. Approximately 13% of women with term or preterm deliveries experience a clinical relapse within 3 months of delivery.

16: WHEN SHOULD DMT BE RESUMED?

Breastfeeding plans and timing of DMT resumption should be discussed prior to delivery. When to resume DMT is an individual decision that needs to account for previous disease activity and breastfeeding plans. Resumption of DMT early postpartum should be considered for women with highly active disease before conception or relapse during pregnancy. Women with a low level of disease activity may reasonably defer DMT resumption while they are breastfeeding.

17: IS BREASTFEEDING SAFE WITH DMT?

Data are limited concerning the safety of DMT for the breastfed infant, so use of DMT during breastfeeding is generally not advised. The decision to breastfeed and its duration should balance its benefits with the risk of relapse. Notably, the decision to breastfeed requires a delay in DMT resumption that may increase the risk of relapse. The patient’s disease characteristics must be considered.

Most DMTs are considered unsafe for use during breastfeeding. The exception is glatiramer acetate, recently approved by European Union health authorities for use during breastfeeding based on the rationale that benefits of breastfeeding likely exceed the risk of exposure.

The degree of transfer of DMTs into breast milk...
depends on the size of the molecule. Interferon beta are larger than 20kDa, and glatiramer acetate molecules are 5 to 9 kDa, and the amount of transfer to breast milk is low. B-cell–depleting therapies involve much larger molecules, on the scale of 145 kDa, and their low oral bioavailability limits absorption by the newborn; the relative infant dose is less than 10%. Even so, B-cell–depleting therapies may have clinical implications for the infant such as B-cell depletion and impaired vaccine responses, though this concern remains theoretical.

Natalizumab is detectable in breast milk in small amounts and therefore should also be used with caution. Dimethyl fumarate, S1Pr modulators, cladribine, alemtuzumab, and teriflunomide should not be used during breastfeeding given their risk profiles (Table 2).36,40

18: HOW SHOULD A RELAPSE BE MANAGED WHILE A PATIENT IS BREASTFEEDING?

Relapses of MS that occur during breastfeeding can be treated as they usually would be. Transfer of methylprednisolone through breast milk is thought to be minimal and may be further minimized by delaying breastfeeding for 2 to 4 hours after treatment: levels peak approximately 2 hours after infusion and decline rapidly thereafter, falling below the limits of detection 24 hours after infusion. For women receiving oral prednisone, the dose ingested by the infant through breast milk is thought to be negligible, and no adverse effects have been reported in infants breastfed by mothers in general receiving oral corticosteroid treatment.41

19: IS MRI SAFE DURING BREASTFEEDING?

Gadolinium contrast for MRI studies may be used while breastfeeding when clinically necessary: although small amounts are detectable in breast milk, there is little gastrointestinal absorption. If there is any concern for potential toxicity, the patient may refrain from breastfeeding or discard breast milk for 12 to 24 hours after contrast administration.

20: WHAT ARE THE SPECIFIC PREGNANCY AND FERTILITY ISSUES WITH AUTOLOGOUS HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL TRANSPLANT?

Infertility is common in both men and women after autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplant, and gonadal toxicity results from the cytotoxic therapies that comprise the mobilization and conditioning regimens. Therefore, pretreatment counseling regarding the risk of infertility is critical. People with MS may wish to consider fertility preservation such as cryopreservation of sperm, mature oocytes, or fertilized embryos, and referral to an oncofertility specialist may be appropriate. Limited data suggest that infants born to women who have undergone autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplant do not have an increased risk of congenital abnormalities.35

TAKE-HOME MESSAGES

Management of MS is complex and requires individualized treatment, and pregnancy and reproductive issues are often at the forefront of concerns for both women and men of reproductive age. The individual’s care team, including the primary care clinician, internist, obstetrician, and neurologist, need to engage in collaborative decision-making before, during, and after pregnancy to optimize the management of MS-related reproductive issues.
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Central sensitization, chronic pain, and other symptoms: Better understanding, better management

**ABSTRACT**

Central sensitization, a pathophysiologic process in which the central nervous system undergoes changes that alter its processing of pain and other sensory stimuli, may be the mechanism underlying various conditions in which patients have unexplained pain and fatigue. Patients frequently misunderstand the cause of their symptoms and pursue unnecessary evaluations and treatments. Clinicians have a pivotal role in decreasing this misunderstanding by providing patient education, which can affect perception, management, functional status, and quality of life.

**KEY POINTS**

In central sensitization, the central nervous system undergoes structural, functional, and chemical changes that make it more sensitive to pain and other sensory stimuli.

Central sensitization provides an explanatory framework for various frequently encountered conditions.

Patient education about pain physiology and central sensitization can improve quality of life and functional status, and reduce anxiety and catastrophization.

Cognitive behavior therapy aims to reframe negative thoughts, emotions, and behaviors as positive ones.

When patients have chronic pain or other symptoms that seem out of proportion to anything we can tell is physically wrong with them, we should not assume they are faking it. The central nervous system can undergo changes—structural, functional, and chemical—that make it more sensitive to stimuli, a process called central sensitization.1

The concept has everyday relevance. In 2016, an estimated 20% of Americans had chronic pain that markedly worsened their life and raised their healthcare costs.2 In fact, chronic pain can adversely affect every aspect of a person's life—physical, emotional, social, and financial.

Many patients with chronic pain pursue lengthy rounds of medical appointments and tests and seek relief through prescription medications, including opioids. Opioid-associated deaths have reached epidemic numbers. In the United States alone, opioid overdoses are estimated to cause 115 deaths every day,1 and in 2020, overdoses of all types of drugs killed more than 93,000 people, an increase of more than 28% from the previous year.4 Although it is impossible to know for certain, we hypothesize that many of these deaths were associated with chronic pain.5

However, it is possible—and imperative—to help shift a patient's attention away from potentially harmful treatments and toward effective nonpharmacologic methods of pain management. Educating patients about the physiology of their pain has consistently been...
shown to enhance their ability to understand and manage their symptoms.6–9 We believe that educating patients and families about central sensitization empowers them to better appreciate what is going on in their bodies and helps them identify the best ways to manage their symptoms.

This article aims to enhance clinicians’ knowledge about central sensitization and to help them teach patients and families about its role in chronic symptoms—leading, we hope, to more realistic patient expectations and better outcomes.

THE ROLE OF CENTRAL SENSITIZATION IN CHRONIC PAIN AND OTHER SYMPTOMS

The term central sensitization was coined by Woolf and King10 in 1989 after studies in rats showed that neurons in the spinal cord become hyperexcitable over time after injury. Subsequent studies showed that central sensitization can be maintained with or without continued peripheral input, and that chemical, structural, and functional changes in the central nervous system may ultimately lead to a persistent, heightened state of neural reactivity.11,12

In this pathophysiologic state, the central nervous system is hyperexcited even in the absence of sensory stimuli, and sensory messages are amplified, whether internal or external to the body. This amplification often leads to chronic, widespread, and migratory pain, chronic fatigue, sensory hyperresponsiveness, and many other symptoms. The pain usually is in disparate or incongruent bodily regions, and medical evaluations reveal nothing helpful as to the cause.1,13 The pathophysiologic changes associated with central sensitization are summarized in Table 1.1

The ‘trifecta’ of central sensitization

Overall, these changes create the “trifecta” of central sensitization:

• **Hyperalgiesia**, in which a painful stimulus becomes associated with even more pain.

• **Allodynia**, in which a previously nonpainful stimulus now causes pain. Many patients with central sensitization say that a hug or a pat on the back hurts them, clothing irritates their skin, or a heavy blanket exerts painful pressure.

• **Global sensory hyperresponsiveness**, in which the patient is extremely affected by external and internal stimuli. For example, patients with central sensitization may be very sensitive to bright lights, loud noises, smells, foods, and medications, as well as to internal stimuli such as their heartbeat or peristalsis in their gastrointestinal tract.12,14

By asking patients if and how they experience these phenomena, and providing real-life examples, clinicians will be able to identify core features of central sensitization.

---

**TABLE 1**

**Structural, functional, and neurochemical changes associated with central sensitization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural and functional changes in the thalamus, hypothalamus, and amygdala</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hyperexcitability of the cell membrane of central neurons, decreased action potential threshold, increased synaptic strength, decreased descending inhibitory transmission, reduced activation threshold, and enlarged receptive fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of gray matter volume in the anterior and posterior cingulate cortex and prefrontal cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highlighted functional activity within the somatosensory cortex (sensory processing), insula (emotional context of sensation, sensory appraisal), and amygdala (mood processing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased temporal summation (leading to increasing ascending sensory amplification) and reduced conditioned pain modulation (reduction in descending inhibitory signals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maladaptive central and peripheral neuroplasticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperactive sympathetic nervous system and endogenous opioid system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in neurotransmitter concentrations in the cerebrospinal fluid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from information in reference 1.
Mechanisms of acute vs chronic pain

But how does this all occur?

The enhanced response is in part due to neuroplasticity, ie, the ability of the central nervous system to adapt over time.

In the past, pain processing was thought of as a nebulous, passive relay between noxious stimuli and the parts of the brain responsible for interpreting pain (nociception). This model posited the existence of specific pain pathways, activated only by peripheral painful stimuli, and suggested that the intensity and duration of pain depended solely on these inputs. Acute pain therefore was an adaptive, protective function that occurred when a potentially harmful stimulus activated a peripheral nerve, which transported that message to the spinal cord, which carried it to the brain. It alerted an organism to threats and helped it escape from danger and recover from injury.

Now we know that the process is more complicated. When a peripheral nerve receives a stimulus, the message is reviewed neurochemically. Some neurochemicals amplify the message, whereas others inhibit it. Notably, the inhibiting and amplifying effects originate in the brain, and the modulating messages are sent back down through dedicated neural pathways. Usually, the system is well balanced, so that if the brain perceives a stimulus as potentially harmful, the organism will respond to protect itself, whereas nonthreatening stimuli are minimized and do not come to the level of conscious awareness.

The spinal-gate control theory, proposed in 1965 by Melzack and Wall, introduced the concept of pain modulation and explained how acute pain differs from chronic pain. In chronic pain, neuroplasticity has primed the nerves to be more sensitive to stimulation, and pain signaling is not just a protective response to noxious stimuli. Rather, pain signals are a consequence of maladaptive changes within the nervous system (neuropathy) and are not necessarily a response to acute nociceptive concerns.

Various neuroplastic factors (including central sensitization, peripheral sensitization, and descending neuromodulation) and risk factors (including genetic variants, medical and psychological comorbidities, medications, and psychosocial factors) may explain why acute pain becomes chronic in some people. Although chronic pain previously was believed to arise from nociception or neuropathy, a third category of pain, termed nociceptive pain, has been proposed to describe the increased sensitivity caused by the altered function of sensory pathways. With central sensitization, the central nervous system can “change, distort or amplify pain, increasing its degree, duration, and spatial extent in a manner that no longer directly reflects the specific qualities of peripheral noxious stimuli, but rather the particular functional states of circuits in the central nervous system.”

Thus, patients with central sensitization may perceive pain from normally nonpainful stimuli (allodynia) and experience greater pain from painful stimuli (hyperalgesia). Affected neurons can have spontaneous autonomous activity, lower thresholds for activation or pain, and wider receptive fields (the pain becomes more diffuse and less definable).

A patient with central sensitization genuinely feels sensations differently and more intensely than someone without central sensitization. For example, a patient experiencing chronic pain in a well-defined site may observe with time that the pain becomes more diffuse, less defined, and associated with other seemingly unrelated symptoms such as fatigue, headaches, unrefreshing sleep, mood changes, and gastrointestinal concerns. The patient may also relate heightened sensitivities and, as a result, may fear that something new or sinister is happening.

Central sensitization syndrome

What is the role of central sensitization in non-pain-related symptoms? The consensus is that changes that lead to pain origination and amplification similarly lead to many other symptoms. Although pain is a primary focus when discussing central sensitization, this condition is complex, with multiple nonpainful symptoms.

The unifying term central sensitization syndrome was proposed by Yunus to include overlapping symptoms such as pain, fatigue, sleep disorders, paresthesias, cognitive difficulties, and overlapping conditions such as irritable bowel syndrome, restless leg syndrome, interstitial cystitis, temporomandibular joint disorder, and others. The concept of various coexisting conditions and symptoms all being based on central sensitization has been recognized by the National Institutes of Health with the term chronic overlapping pain conditions.

These conditions have gained greater attention recently, particularly because they share many features with post-COVID-19 syndrome, including chronic pain and fatigue, postural orthostasis, mood and sleep disturbances, and gastrointestinal symptoms. Although additional research is needed to identify the underlying pathophysiologic changes in post-COVID-19 syndrome, we believe that many of the underlying features of central sensitization will be directly applicable.
Other factors that affect an individual's experience of central sensitization are being explored. These can be protective or pathologic, depending on the circumstances, and they include the autonomic nervous system, endocrine and immune systems, and mechanisms by which the brain responds to neural stimuli. For example, glial cells and neuroinflammation are now known to be key components of the pain experience and are targets of ongoing research.24 Studies have investigated the impact of sleep dysregulation on the development of central sensitization (by means of glial cell activation and neuroinflammatory changes) and the need for sleep hygiene as part of central sensitization-focused therapy.25,26

EDUCATING PATIENTS ABOUT PAIN PHYSIOLOGY

Educating patients about pain physiology and providing them with management strategies helps them reduce the intensity of their symptoms.

Although the field of pain research has seen tremendous advances in recent years, many symptoms and conditions still evade concrete diagnoses and lack effective treatments. As a result, many patients are dissatisfied with their medical care, and they often continue to search for a cure.

Nijs et al8 described how patients who are confused about their pain and believe that they have not received an appropriate diagnosis often assume that their pain indicates that something terrible is happening in their body. Fear of the unknown and excessive efforts to identify the cause can lead patients to have maladaptive perceptions of their symptoms. With this mindset, patients are less able to manage their symptoms, leading to poorer function and an overall lower quality of life. Therefore, successful management of symptoms crucially begins with changing the thought process by educating patients about basic neuroanatomy, physiology, and the role of central sensitization in the nociceptive pain experience.

Sharing information about central sensitization in a way that can be readily understood will increase hope and motivation for those experiencing chronic pain and other long-term symptoms.8 A randomized controlled trial showed that patients who received education about pain physiology worried less about their symptoms and reported better physical function, better mood, more energy, less pain, and overall improved general health perceptions than patients who received generic self-management education.9 Another study showed that neuroscience education in addition to standard nonpharmacologic treatments was associated with reduced pain severity and disability and improved mental and physical function.27

Tailoring learning methods helps build trust

By teaching patients and their families about central sensitization and the differences between acute peripheral pain and centralized nociceptive pain, clinicians can establish trust and empower patients by helping them understand what is happening in their bodies. And trust and empowerment help patients change how they approach and experience pain.

No single educational method is suitable for all patients. Principles of adult learning should be considered, and participants should be offered various options. Face-to-face education combined with written materials offers an ideal learning experience with more sustained outcomes than written materials alone.8,28 In our practice we use didactic lectures, handouts and other materials, hands-on demonstrations, visual aids, videos, Internet resources, discussions, and storytelling. Topics include patient experience, diagnostic criteria, physiology of the central nervous system and autonomic nervous system, the cycle of pain, symptom-focused behavior, stress management, diaphragmatic breathing, and biofeedback.

The technical nature of this content can be overwhelming for the layperson, so after assessing the individual’s readiness to learn, the information should be conveyed in an understandable manner, using plain language. Additionally, researchers are constantly publishing new findings about central sensitization, which clinicians should be aware of and discuss with patients.

Education could occur across the continuum of care, outpatient and inpatient. Continuing patient education is appropriate even in long-term care settings because many residents are living longer with chronic pain and multiple comorbid conditions.

EVIDENCE-BASED NONPHARMACOLOGIC TREATMENT

Evidence-based strategies exist for improving physical function and quality of life. Although the functional status of patients with central sensitization may vary widely, self-management strategies such as stress management, diaphragmatic breathing, relaxation, mindfulness, graded exercise, and cognitive behavior therapy can be implemented. Depending on the patient’s level of impairment, the intervention may be focused and brief, or it may need to be in-depth, interdisciplinary, and rehabilitative.29

A helpful way to begin is by guiding patients
through an activity that makes them think about how they got to where they currently are in their pain journey. This activity helps identify triggers that may perpetuate the pain cycle and contribute to other harmful actions, such as symptom-focused behaviors, symptom hypervigilance, activity avoidance, and decreased socialization.

Although each person’s history is different, patients report similar behaviors, emotions, and family responses regarding their chronic symptoms. Figure 1 shows how a patient can get caught in a downward spiral. Such patients often consider pain to be excessively threatening, have lower pain tolerance, and have hypervigilance with catastrophic thoughts. Family members go through their own cycle.

Clinicians should seize the opportunity to give hope by educating and empowering patients to take an active rather than passive role in their recovery. Helping patients break free from the cycle of pain and symptom-focused behavior requires them to shift their perspective from an external to an internal locus of control. This change requires education and
consistency on the part of the patient. Acceptance of pain and a willingness to engage in self-management have been shown to improve functional outcomes.30,31

To help patients gradually work self-management skills and strategies into their daily lives, it is essential to set goals. For each new strategy, clinicians can help patients write down specific, realistic, and measurable goals. Patients should then write down the specific steps needed to achieve the goals, as they are then more likely to do the work and follow through. Motivational communication skills such as engaging, focusing, and planning can help patients begin the next step of their journey.32

### Cognitive behavior therapy and related techniques

Cognitive behavior therapy involves identifying harmful thoughts, emotions, and behaviors and restructuring them into more beneficial ones (Table 2). Patients should know that they can replace maladaptive strategies with more appropriate ones that will help lessen their symptoms.

This cognitive restructuring or reframing is done with a trained clinician for a limited time. This approach has been highly successful in helping patients with chronic symptoms improve their overall quality of life and reduce their symptom burden.33–37

Various forms of cognitive behavior therapy are available for specific symptoms such as anxiety, depression, pain, or insomnia. Acceptance and commitment therapy was developed in the mid-1990s as an action-oriented approach that focuses less on controlling or changing negative thoughts and behaviors and concentrates more on helping an individual accept a negative obstacle such as pain or central sensitization and to move past it, despite what they are experiencing.34,36,38 Acceptance in this context is not about resigning oneself to chronic pain. Rather, it is about adapting and learning to respond to symptoms in a healthier manner. Another treatment that can be considered is emotional awareness and expression therapy.39

These approaches can help the patient shift the focus away from symptoms and help build new memory pathways through neuroplasticity.

---

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negative or distorted beliefs</th>
<th>Positive and rational beliefs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Because of my pain or symptoms, I am no longer the person I was. I no longer feel loved and appreciated.</td>
<td>I may have changed somewhat physically, but I am more than just a physical being. I am worthy of love and of being appreciated for all that I am.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People reject me because they can see I am disabled.</td>
<td>I am not disabled. I have goals and dreams and can accomplish many things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I used to be able to do so many things—now I can’t do anything. I am no longer competent or adequate.</td>
<td>I can do a lot more than I thought. Almost everything I used to do, I can still do to some degree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can’t do anything because of my symptoms.</td>
<td>With moderation, I can be actively involved in life. I just need to pace myself and take breaks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have no control over my happiness. The pain or symptoms control me.</td>
<td>I can control my happiness. I can be happy and enjoy life even when I have pain or other symptoms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People think I’m faking this.</td>
<td>People sometimes need help understanding medical issues. I can share what I know about chronic pain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If my symptoms act up when I’m out with friends, I’ll be embarrassed and ruin things for everyone.</td>
<td>I can help my friends understand. I can take breaks and still enjoy myself when I’m with them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical science can do so much. Surely there must be a cure for my symptoms.</td>
<td>Even if medical science can’t fix everything, I can choose my response and focus on self-care skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People at work are upset with me. I have restrictions and they think I am not doing my share.</td>
<td>I will do the best job I can. If people don’t understand, that’s their problem—I can’t please everyone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Mayo Clinic Patient Education. Managing your Fibromyalgia (MC2593-100). Rochester, MN: Mayo Clinic, 2017, pp. 7 & 32; used with permission of Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research, all rights reserved.
Stress management

Stress management has a key role in helping patients manage their anxiety and reduce catastrophizing, and it also directly affects physical symptoms by dampening the autonomic stress response.37 Stress-management techniques such as diaphragmatic breathing, relaxation, biofeedback, and mindfulness-based stress reduction can help decrease sympathetic (fight-or-flight) activity.

Mindfulness-based stress reduction promotes neuroplasticity and reduces sympathetic drive. Mindfulness is a skill in which people focus on the present moment, including emotions and physical state, and use meditation, yoga, and focused breathing to lessen symptoms related to central sensitization.40 According to Keefer and Mandal,34 this approach promotes downregulation of pain pathways and also helps improve the emotional experience of pain. Adler-Neal and Zeidan40 reported that cognitive behavior therapy and mindfulness-based stress reduction can help decrease functional connectivity in areas of the brain associated with anticipation, emotional evaluation, and sensory discrimination, resulting in less pain and catastrophizing. Chiesa and Serretti41 showed that the practice of mindfulness reduced pain-related depressive symptoms and stress levels while improving quality of life and increasing pain acceptance.

Graded exercise helps create new memory pathways in the brain, which will decrease the perception of pain and fear of movement

To prevent this cycle, exercise should be graded: the patient should exercise at a low, tolerable level and then gradually increase the duration and intensity. Nijs et al43 recommend an approach based on goals such as duration, number of repetitions, and distance rather than on pain levels. Table 3 shows an example plan with graded exercise recommendations.44

Initially, some patients with central sensitization find that even small amounts of exercise, movement, or activity provoke symptoms, and this can be extremely frustrating and discouraging. The important point to communicate to patients is that graded exercise, movement, and activity strengthen the body in a sustainable manner over time. Graded exercise helps create new memory pathways in the brain,

**TABLE 3**

**Examples of graded exercise recommendations for self-management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Progression</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Head-to-toe stretches</td>
<td>Initially, may need to break up throughout the day (if too much to do in 1 session)</td>
<td>Once daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerobic exercise</td>
<td>Walking, biking, swimming</td>
<td>Initial duration depends on the patient's comfort level (eg, may be 5 minutes) Gradually increase time by 2–5 minutes every 2 weeks</td>
<td>30 minutes, 3 times a week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength training</td>
<td>Hand weights, resistance bands, water bottles</td>
<td>Start slowly</td>
<td>2 times a week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Alternate aerobic exercise days and strength training days. For example, aerobic exercise could occur on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. Strength training could occur on Tuesdays and Thursdays. From reference 44: Abril A, Bruce BK. Mayo Clinic Guide to Fibromyalgia: Strategies to Take Back Your Life. Rochester, MN: Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research, 2019; used with permission of Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research, all rights reserved.

chronic pain. Ambrose and Golightly42 concluded that exercise not only decreased pain but improved overall physical function, sleep quality, and cognitive function.

Unfortunately, after being told to exercise, many patients get into a cycle of overdoing it on a “better” day, only to have more severe symptoms later. This exercise-induced exacerbation can cause patients to associate pain with exercise, termed a pain memory.43

---

**Graded exercise helps create new memory pathways in the brain, which will decrease the perception of pain and fear of movement**
which will decrease the perception of pain and fear of movement.43

**Tips on implementing a treatment strategy**

To lessen symptoms and enhance quality of life, patients must be ready to transition from a diagnostic mindset to a rehabilitative one. Thus, before starting any treatment, they should understand their symptoms, previous diagnostic results, the need to avoid unnecessary or repetitive diagnostic evaluations (especially those with low value or diagnostic utility), the process of central sensitization, and the importance of using strategies that target both the central (nociplastic) and peripheral mechanisms of symptoms.1,13,29,45

Pharmacologic treatments can include nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and topical agents aimed at specific peripheral pain generators, if present, as well as neuromodulators (eg, pregabalin, gabapentin, amitriptyline, nortriptyline, duloxetine, milnacipran) that aim to mitigate several of the neurochemical and functional pathophysiologic changes present in central sensitization.1,13,29 Many patients with central sensitization also have focal sources of pain: for example, a patient with fibromyalgia could also have knee osteoarthritis. Thus, treatment needs to strike a balance between therapies aimed at the central sensitization symptoms and the focal symptoms.

Nonpharmacologic strategies, as described above, are strongly recommended as part of a multimodal rehabilitative approach.1,13,29 By providing ongoing education about pain physiology (through clinical visits, handouts, articles, videos, trusted online resources) and describing the process of central sensitization as the anchoring framework, clinicians will be far better able to achieve patient acceptance and motivation. Additional nonpharmacologic treatments that are helpful in central sensitization include time management, moderation, physical and occupational therapy, massage therapy, acupuncture, graded exercise therapy, and sleep hygiene.29

Our preferred approach is to offer individualized strategies to patients and allow them to determine what will work for them. After the strategies are identified and agreed upon, it is vital to refer patients to the appropriate specialists and to encourage patients to implement these strategies to create new neural pathways. Furthermore, if patients struggle to implement these strategies, they can be encouraged to seek further clinical assistance or an interdisciplinary pain rehabilitation program.

No one-size-fits-all treatment strategy exists for patients with central sensitization. Rather, the lack of a “perfect” strategy highlights the need for bidirectional communication, ongoing patient education, and routine clinical visits.

Clinical visits should initially focus on reviewing the history and diagnostic evaluations, making the appropriate diagnosis, and then transitioning to education about pain physiology and central sensitization. Subsequent visits should focus on implementing a multimodal (pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic) approach, with ongoing visits to ensure treatment compliance and functional improvement.

Clinicians should also attempt to consolidate the care for patients with central sensitization-based conditions or other difficult-to-diagnose (“medically unexplained”) conditions rather than provide frequent referrals to subspecialists for additional investigation, as frequent referrals have limited utility and may lead to greater patient dissatisfaction, higher healthcare costs, and, potentially, patient harm.46

### ACHIEVING THOROUGH AND EMPATHIC CARE OF PATIENTS WITH NOCIPLASTIC PAIN

The educational framework of central sensitization, which validates and explains the patient’s experience of pain and other symptoms, is a key factor in the thorough and empathic care of patients with nociplastic pain. Education about their condition is a vital step in the patient’s acceptance of and commitment to evidence-based tools to manage their symptoms. The literature supports teaching patients about the basics of central sensitization and nociplastic pain in conjunction with coaching them to implement nonpharmacologic management strategies that help decrease symptoms and improve overall quality of life. Teaching this content is within the scope of clinical practice and is an essential component of high-quality care.

---
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